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collecje life. 6b
The National Pan-Hellenic Council held
its annual Homecoming Step Show this
weekend. Alpha Phi Alpha and Delta
Sigma Theta came out on top.

-

MURRAY STATE
October 20, 2006 •

City aligning 15th Street
Ashley Edwards
Staff writer
Construction to align 15th Street where it
intersects with Main Street began this
week, after postponements for the Homecoming parade Saturday and poor weather
conditions.
David Roberts, director of planning of
engineering for the city of Murray, said the
construction will shift North 15th Street U
to 15 feet to the west.
"It will result in a better alignment at 15th
Street going across Main Street," Roberts
said.
U, G, and K Contractors from Fairfield,
Ohio, arc in charge of the $55,000 project,
funded by the Kentucky Highway Department.
Roberts said the intersection was chosen

SMOKERS MAY BECOME
OUTDOOR BREED

for reconstruction due to comments the
city received from concerned citizens and
the transportation committee.
"Anyone who travels down that street
will know there is a problem there,"
Roberts said. "There have been some minor
crashes there and it's a confusing place for
pedestrian crossing as well. No one seems
to know who should go first or last."
The construction will close 15th Street
from North Main Street to University
Drive.
Dewey Yeatts, associate vice president of
facilities management, said the city is
working with the University during the
construction by clearing the street parking
and allowing some of the trees by Sparks
Hall to be cut down.
Eleven parallel parking spaces will
change to angular parking spaces and move
from the west to the east side of the street.

The spaces will be available at the completion of the project.
"A lot of people that park in those spaces
work in Sparks and will probably by inconvenienced," Yeatts said.
Yeatts said no parking lots will be barricaded by the construction.
The University will fund the addition of
two brick entrance columns at the intersection.
"That is just an improvement we wanted
to do while the city is at work," Yeatts said.
The columns will resemble those recently put up at the intersection of Main and
16th streets, and line up with the University gates at the end of 15th Street by Olive
Street.
"(Murray State bas) wanted to do this for

see 15TH STIEET. 3A
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Coalition
proposes
Some cry foul in Judicial Board sexual assault hearing
smoking ban
Elizabeth Caweln
Editor in Chief

RoblD Phelps

Some students and faculty
involved with Judicial Board proceedings following an on-campus
sexual assault believe University
o(ficial:; allowed a violation of
Murray State's iltudent life pOlicies.
Murray State's Public Safety
activity report for Sept. 4 reported
a sex offense at 2:16 a.m. The
report was taken from the emergency room of Murray-calloway
County HospitaL
In the days following the incithe student, hereafter
tetl~rrl''d to as the accuser, said
State police told her crimcharges would not be pursued
that time because Gale Cook.
L...Olnm.on•we<um attorney for Calloway and Marshall counties, said
there was insufficient evidence to
move forward.
As with any rape or sexual
assault, Cook said if further information became available the case
could be reconsidered.
The accuser then decided to seek
redress through the University.
On Sept. 19, the accuser met
with Mike Young, assistant vice
president of Student Affairs,
regarding the possibility of a Judicial Board hearing. Melanie
McCallon. Murray State faculty
accompanied her.
member,
McCallon later advised the

Staff writer
On a given day in local restaurant
smoking sections. a thick cloud of smoke
is visible. But soon the smoke JDight dlc;sipate as changes are on the horizon for Murray State's smokers.
Murray State's Coalition Against Smoking has been working on a threefold plan to
permanently ban public smoking at numerous businesses and restaurants in Murray.
The ban also may spread onto campus.
Judy Lyle, health educator and staff
nurse, chairs the coalition.
"We want our air clean of (secondhand
smoke)," Lyle said. "It's our right to have
clean air. 1 wish that any public place
would be smoke-free."
In . many Murray restaurants such as
Backyard Burger. Capt. D's, Mugsy's Hideout, Campus Grill and others, smoking
bans have been instituted. The ban could
soon extend to others. At the coalition's
meeting Wednesday, several opinions were expressed on public
smoking.
Christy Madding, senior from
Eddyville, Ky.. said smoking sections don't do the trick in many
public places, especially restaurants.
"You wouldn't go to a pool
and want to choose peeing or
non-peeing," Madding said.
"It's the same as smoking in
public areas."
Many steps have been
taken by the coalition to
change public smoking.
The group bas publi-

accuser during the bearing.
McCallon said during this initial meeting, Young told her and
the accuser that the accused
would not have legal representation, per the University's student
life policies.
The particular policy, found
under the heading "'The University Judicial Board," subheading
"Hearing Procedures," states that
students coming before the board
are granted certain rights.
The final subsection gives both
the accused and the accuser "The
right to have, during the hearing.
an adviser who shall be another
student, a faculty member, a staff
member or a parent;
except that no one,
including the University, shall be advised by
an attorney during the
hearing, unless Class A
misde01eanor
or
felony charges arising
from the same set of
facts are pending
in state or federal court."
The Judicial
Board bearing
was originally
scheduled to
occur between
Oct 2 and
Oct. 6, but
was rescheduled first to
Oct 9 and

photo illustration by Jeff Stinker/The News
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'Discover' programs let students taste Asian culture
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
The Discover programs to China and
South Korea offer students an opportunity to experience foreign culture without
spending an entire semester abroad.
Jim Carter, vice president for institutional advancement and program director for Discover Korea, said the Discover
Korea and China programs are a good fit
for students and faculty members who
want to travel abroad on budgeted time.
"These programs are intended to be a
two-week immersion to Chinese or
Korean culture." Carter said.
According to the South Korea study
abroad pamphlet, Discover Korea is
associated with Daegu University.
Participants stay on campus in dormi-

tories with Ko<ean students. Students
and faculty participate in activities like
traditional tea ceremonies, mask making
and excursions to historic sites.
Sam McNeely, senior lecturer for marketing and business, took part in Discover Korea last year with his wife. He said
he enjoyed experiencing the Korean culture.
"Our favorite event was the overnight
stay with the Korean family," McNeely
sald. "We got to experience first-band
Korean cultu.re by living with a family
for 24 hours. We ate with them, played
games and visited their farm in the
countryside."
Ashley Byerly, senior from Murray,
traveled with Discover Korea last year
and said she was amazed by everything

see ASIA. 3A

.Ha~ison vo.nts trial

Civil smt :filed

Staffreport

I
photo courtesy of Col'ky Broughton

Ann Neelon, professor of Enollsh and philosophy, walks with HonQ U, staff
member af the People'sEducation Press, which hosts Murray State oroups.

Abdalla El Bannan. son of Nadia Shaheen,
tiled civil suit in U.S. District Court Tuesday
against Burgess Harrison Yonts and 67 other
defendants with connections to Yonts on the
njgbt of Shaheen's death in November 2005.
The suit chargeS Nick's Family Sports
Pub, its owners and related entities with
serving Yonts, then a minor, prior to the
accident that killed Shaheen and landed
Yonts with a wanton murder charge.
The suit also names Lambda Chi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc., Lambda Eta chapter of
Lambda Chi, the local Lambda Chi bouse
corporation and 61 individual Lambda Chi
brothers, including Student Government
Association President Scott Ellison.
E1 Bannan seeks $75,000 in damages. For
full coverage, see The News next week.
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News Editor: Emily Wuchner
Phone: 809-4468

campus briefly
Thursday, Oct. 12
9:30 a.m. A caller from the Business Building reported a suspicious person on campus. The
subject was a student who was
wearing a face mask. The subject
was waiting for a friend.
5:39p.m. A caller from Winslow
Dining Hall reponed the warning
light on the dish machine was on
and needed to be checked. Central Plant was advised.
8:14 p.m. A caller from General
Services reported a bat on the
ceiling inside the double doors
on the east end of the loading
dock. Central Plant was advised.
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4:16 p.m. Mur ray State police
issued a citation to Kent Erwin,
freshman, and Gregory Cain,
freshman, both of Murray, for
possession of alcohol by a minor
at the Roy Stewart Stadium parking loL
0:28p.m. A caller from Regents
College reported a student
passed out in the lobby. Emergency medical services was notified. Two students were transported by EMS to the Murray
Calloway County emergency
room. An officer took a report.

Sunday, Oct. 15
3:24 a.m. A caller from College

Friday, Oct. 13

Jonathan Burris!The News

Bro. Jim Gilles talks with students In the Curris Center Thursday. Gilles was goingto speak under the
Chestnut Street bridge, but was unable to because of the poor weather.

Government association
names new vice president
The Student Government Association
elected Phillip Duventre, senior from
Jackson, Tenn., its vice president.
Duventre replaces Reed Clapp, who
resigned Oct. 4 due to a violation of the
SGA constitution.

Fraternity hosts annual
haunted house fundraiser
Sigma Chi will present its annual
haunted house to raise money for the
Huntsman Cancer Institute.
The haunted bouse will be open from
7 p.m. to midnight Thursday and Friday,
It will also be open from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m.
on Oct. 28.
The event will be located in the Sigma
Chi house at 103 N. 14th Street.
Admission is $7 for Murray State students with a Racercard and $10 for nonstudents. Tickets may be purchased in
advance or at the door.
For more information, call 753-9059.

Steps .to starting a business, what it
takes to be a successful business.
requirements for financing and how to
write a business plan will be discussed.
Pre-registration is required.
For more information, contact the
SBDC at 809·2856.

Women's soccer team
hosts program Saturday
The Women's soccer team will host
"Fill the Hill"at its game against Tennessee-Martin, 2 p.m. Saturday at
Cutchin Field.
Free drinks and pizza will be available
to the first 100 students who arrive.
The student organization with the
most students present will win an auto·
graphed jersey from the soccer team.
All organizations must show their
Racer JD's at the registration table.
For more information, contact Kyle
at
809-7048
or
at
McClure
kylc.mcclure@murraystate.edu.

Meeting helps students
plan for small businesses
• Students 1 interested ,in starting small
businesses may attend a free workshop
from 8:30 - 10 a.m. Monday at the Small
Business Development Center.

Emily Wuchner, news editor, compiles
Campus Briefly. If you would like to .submit
information for Campus Briefly, phone
809-4480.

U:33 a.m. An officer at Coldwater Road arrested Caroline S.
Boley, freshman from Hopkinsville, Ky., on charges of driving under the influence. The
officer also issued a citation for
possession of alcohol by a minor,
careless driving and having· an
open container of alcohol in the
vehicle.
8:49 p .m. An officer advised
there was a fight at the Expo
Center. The subjects were both
juveniles. Both subjects were
located and asked not to return
the night or the following day.
The juveniles were released to
their parents. An officer took a
report.
9:27p.m. Murray Police arrested
Matthew Walker, nonstudent
from Murray, at Olive Boulevard
and 14th Street. Walker was
arrested on a charge of driving
under the influence and was
issued a citation for not having a
motorcycle license and not wearing a helmet.
10:42 p.m. A caller from the
Price Doyle Fine Arts reported
individuals trying to move a
motorcycle into the first floor of
the building. The subjects were
moving a prop into the building
for an event An officer assisted
the individuals.

Saturday, Oct. 14
2:47 p.m. An officer at Chestnut
Street and Waldrop Drive issued
a verbal warning to a driver who
failed to yield to pedestrians at
Gilbert Graves Drive and Chestnut Street crosswalk.
4:07 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Bryan Murdock, freshman from Murray, for
disregarding a stop si~,.·n.

The kJWT'heJtS OF rbe Kenmcky Epsrlon ChapOf Su;ma Ph1 Epsrlon wo~ lzke TO
nrze an3 welcome The 17 ouTsTan3rnt; men
who have J01ne3 oux unrQue bJWThe7Woo3:

Ben Amhe1u;;
Wes EdwaRds
]onarhan FeLden
j osh FRanklzn
ScorTze FRankLzn
MichaeL Gcsh
T.] . HaRqRove
KyLe Hooson
BzLLy jackson

Devon LancasTeR
Bl{yan Nzxon
Ryan Scbulel{
RaLez~b ]osepJJ Spcnks I

CaOJel{on Swy~al{T
Zane TeeteRs
CoRey UrLey
Mzcbael Warson

ing within 1.000 yards of a
school, possession of drug paraphernalia, possession of a controlled substance second degree
and possession of a controlled
substance third degree.
11:18 p.m. The Murray Police
Department received a call
requesting emergency medical
services in White College. EMS
was notified by the MPD. A
female subject passed out and
refused transport by EMS. The
subject's roommate and friends
would check on the subject. An
officer took a report.

'1\tesday, Oct.l7

Courts reported loud music in
the building. The resident adviser on call was notified.
2:06 p.m. A caller from the T rio
reported three individuals skateboarding in front of the building.
The individuals were asked to
leave campus.
3:18p.m. A caller from the intramural fields reported an injun.'<i
student. Emergency medical services was notified. The student
refused treatment and transport.
An athletic trainer was present.
An officer took a report.
6:52 p.m. A caller from the
Richmond Collegt~ parking lot
reported hub caps missing from a
vehicle. An officer took a report
for theft by unlawful taking,
more than $300.

1:57 p.m. A caller from Carr
Health reported another individual saw possible child abuse. No
contact was made with the witness.
5:57 p.m. The Elizabeth College
residence director reported the
right elevator was stuck on the
eighth floor. 'J'bc elevator was
unoccupied. Central Plant was
advised.
11 p.m. The· fire alarm was activated at Ordway Hall. The Murray Fire Department and Central
Plant were notified. The alarm
was caused by a malfunction in
the system by Central Plant. The
Kentucky fire marshal was notified.

Monday, Oct. 16

1:33 a.m. A caller from Han College reported a subject urinating
off the third floor balcony. The
subject was gone upon officer
arrival.
11:53 a.m. A caller from the Residential College circle reported
the stop sign between Winslow
Dining Hall and Elizabeth College was hanging upside down.
Facilities Management was notified.
10:38 p.m. A caller from College
Courts complained of loud
music. No contact was made with
the residt•nce director or the resident adviser on call.

9:46a.m. A caller from the West

Farm reported a motorcycle was
left at the farm and requested an
officer check on it. The owner
was contacted and advised
where to pick up the motorcycle.
The motorcycle had broken
down.
12:58 p .m. A caller from the
Business Building reported some
baby birds fell from their nest
and were in the breezeway
between the north and south
wings. Facilities Management
was notified.
9:03p.m. A caller from the residential college circle reported a
teal sport utility vehicle driving
recklessly. No contact was made
with the driver.
10 p.m. A resident i8dviser in
Hart College reported tla smell
of marijuana on the fourth floor.
Bradley M. Perrin, freshman
from Salem, Ky .• was arrested by
Murray State Police for traffick-

Wednesday, Oct. 18

Motorist assists • 1
Racer escorts -15
Arrests- 3
Emily Wuchner, news editor, compiles Police Beat with materials

Public Safety provides. All dispatched calls are not listed.
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HEARING
From Pagel
considered confidential, Mike Young
and Judicial Board Chairman Tason
Hinson said they could not comment.
Calls and e-mails to University
General Counsel John Rail were not
returned, thus the University's official
interpretation of the portion of its student life policies in question was
unavailable.
Adam Goldstein, attorney advocate
for the Student Press Law Center, said
the most natural legal reading of the
policy would be that a student could
not be advised by an attorney unless a
case had been filed or was being considered ·
"Pending generally means has actually been filed or is in the process of
being considered,'' Goldstein said "H
I was on the other side, probably what
I would say is that 'pending' means
there is the possibility of them being
filed. I don't think that's the most natural reading, but 1 don't think it's a
totally impossible reading."
Goldstein said though using the

finally to Monday.
McCallon said at 11:30 a.m. Monday
she received an e-mail from Young
about the accused's representation.
"We were told prior to the hearing
that the accused would not have an
attorney at the hearing," McCallon
said. "And then were informed the
day of the hearing, just a couple hours
before, that in fact he would have an
attorney. w• My stomach just dropped.
We bad asked numerous times if there
would be an attorney and we were
told numerous times no."
Though McCallon did not receive
the message until Monday, she said
the office of Student Affairs maintains
that the e-mail was sent Friday.
The accuser was given the opportunity to reschedule the hearing, but
said she did not have the strength to
put it off another week. At the close of
the hearing, the majority decision of
the Judicial Board members was that
the accused was not guilty.
Because Judicial Board hearings are

word "pending'" to mean "potential" is
possible, typically the law prefers
words taken at their most natural.
ordinary definitions. Nonetheless, this
question of interpretation makes
determining whether a breach of policy took place in Monday's hearing
more difficult.
Jane Etheridge, Women's Center
director and witness at the hearing,
released a statement to The Murray
State News on the proceedings.
".w It has been many years since I
was so closely involved with a similar
hearing," Etheridge said in the statement. "That previous case led me to
become more focused on prevention
work. I am giving careful considera·
tion about ways to respond positively
to this outcome so that fewer people
will have to go through such a draining, painful process in the future.
"I know that I will recommend that
there be clarification regarding some
of the written judicia] board procedures in the student handbook. I

ASIA

know I have learned a lot through this
experience that will allow me to be
more helpful to others in the future."
Ken Wolf, history professor emeri~
tus and friend and former professor of
the accuser, heard the results of the
hearing Tuesday and sent an e-mail to
Annazette McCane, director of Equal
Opportunity.
Wolf said be felt McCane, who
often works with faculty members
concerning sexual harassment awareness, should be aware of the case and
poSSI'bly should have been involved in
the pro.ceedings.
In the e-mail, Wolf discussed his
concern about several procedural discrepancies in the hearing, including
the accused's representation.
"Instead of postponing the hearing
until the girl could get an attorney ...
Mike Young asked her if she wished
to postpone," Wolf said in the email "She said no, that she wanted to
proceed, and lost the (hearing). It
seems to me that Mike should not

have placed this burden of saying yes
or no to the hearing on the shoulders
of a nervous young female ... furthermore, shouldn't your office be
informed about such hearings, and
perhaps have been supporting her?"
Wolf told McCane he hoped an
appeal would be scheduled soon, and
said the hearing may set a precedent
for victims of assault on campus.
"Until Murray State says clearly
that such behavior by males is clearly
unacceptable, and does a better job of
believing victims, and simply being
fair, this sort of thing will continue,''
Wolf said in his e-mail. "I know that
you and Mike (Young) want to protect Murray State, but if you and others don't do a better job of protecting
Murray State fetnales, the University
itself will come under increasing
attack."
As of press time, McCane bad not
responded to the e-mail

Elizabeth Cawein can be reached at
prentiss.cawein@murraystate.edu.

SMOKING

From Pagel
she learned and experienced
during her travels.
"The best part of my time in
Korea was getting to know the
Korean students at Daegu University," Byerly said. "One particular night in Korea, we went
into downtown Daegu with our
student aides to eat dinner and
see the town.
"It was such an exciting and
fun night. It is one of my favorite
memories."
Jim Carter said an interesting
aspect of the Discover Korea
program was seeing the similarities between Murray State and
Daegu University.
"They're a regional university
like us," Carter said. "President
Lee (of Daegu University) visited our college in April and was
very impressed with our residential college system. Part of his
vision is now integrating the residential college system at
Daegu."
According to the study abroad
pamphlet, Discover China is
sponsored by the People's Education Press, which is China's
largest textbook supplier.
Participants stay in various

.
hotels in Beijing and take excur·
sions to historic Chinese sites
like the Forbidden City, the
Great Wall of China, Ming
Tombs and many other locations.
Corky Broughton, chair of the
department of wellness and therapeutic sciences and program
director for Discover China, is
excited about this year's trip and
introducing students to Chinese
culture.
"Students will be blown away
by the country and how westernized
they're
becoming,"
Broughton said. "The uniqueness is that in 2008, the
Olympics will be in Beijing, so
there'll be a lot of construction
based on the 2008 Olympics."
Broughton said he wants students of all majors to apply for
the Discover China program.
"l would like to cater to stu·
dents' majors.'' Broughton said.
"I want them to see what it is like
for people in their profession in
China."
. '
Studen ts who participate in
either the Discover Korea or
China program will earn three
credit hours for HUM 205.

From Pagel
Those who attend Discover
China might be able to substitute
the HUM 205 credit for 300- or
400- level humanities credit if
they contact Broughton before
they apply.
Melanie McCallon, study
abroad coordinator, said scholarships are available for the Discover Korea and China pro·
grams.
"Depending on a student's
major ... there are funds set aside
between $2,000 and $10,000 for
study abroad," McCallon said.
"Hopefully, we'll have flight
sch olarships for this summer,
too."
The dates for trips are May 1327, 2007. The Discover Korea
program will take 10 students and
two faculty/staff.
The Discover China program
will take six students and six faculty/staff.
Applicants will receive a $50
discount if they meet the early
application deadline of Nov. 10.
All applications for the Discover programs are due at the study
abroad office by Jan. 26.
Amanda Oider can be reached at

amanda.crider@mun-aystate.edu.

2nd Annual Murray State University Chili Cook-Off
Sponsored by Student Government Association

October 28th
Application Deadline
Monday October 23rd by 4.30 p.m.

Application forms con be collected at the SGA Office

As a non-competing participant you get unlimited chili, free
beverages and a chance to vote for your favorite chili with a
purchase of a $5 wristband

Contest ancl tasting start at 10.30 a •••
Contestants •ust have chill prep a reel by 10.30 a ....

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Following the Chill Cook-off

MSU vs SEMO
. MSU students with ID FRII
General Acl•lsslon for the public $7
Tickets sold at the gate of the Roy Stewart Stacllu•
To purchase tickets in advance call
Athletic Office
(270) 762-4895

•,...,a•• can also be p

on-line at
50115

hUfiii~Ww

cized its platform with public service
announcements, educational brochures
and articles and air-quality surveys
throughout Murray.
Deidra Walk, senior from Granite City,
Ky., is a member of the coalition as a
requirement of her nursing major.
"I think that there should be a distance
of 50 feet away from the doorway," Walk
said. "We just really want to stress a
smoke-free environment for the safety of
everyone."
A survey was sent to Murray State faculty, students and staff and the results were
in favor of the coalition's work.
Lyle said 282 people surveyed said they

would like a smoke-free campus, with designated boxes for smokers. Another 120
said there should only be smoke-free
buildings. The idea of zones was presented, but only 106 said they would want
zones 50 to 100 feet away from buildings.
No changes can be made immediately.
"We would need to approach (the Student Government Association), Provost,
the vice president of Student Affairs, the
president and the Board of Regents to J>Ut
forth a policy on campus," Lyle said.
"(The coalition) can't make decisions, we
can only suggest them."

Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

15TH STREET
From Pagel
a while and we are just getting to the
point of being able to do it," Yeatts said.
Seth Hudson, senior from Cape
Girardeau, Mo., said he thinks the funds
for the columns could be put to better use
in other areas of campus.
"I think the construction is a waste of
money that can be used to improve things
like parking," Hudson said. "We need a
. parking garage. That will prevent students from spending so much on parking
tickets."

Hudson said the construction will also
cause delays in traffic.
"A lot of people use that portion on the
road, especially students who live in that
area, and the road being closed off will be
a big inconvenience to everyon e," Hudson said.
The road will re-open at the completion of the construction in late November.
Ashley Edwards can be reached at
~mumrystate.edu.

Give us apiece
of your mind,
we'll give you
apiece of pizza or.three.
theismurray
state
news
opening its doors
to readers.
Join staff members of The News
for our first reader dinner.
The grub is on us - just bring your ideas,
suggestions and criticisms.
We want to know what you hate,
what you love and what matters
to you in your college newspaper.

6 p.m., Monday, Nov. 6
Rm. ill Wilson Hall

Visit us in Wilson Hall or call809·4468
to find out how to be placed on the vuest list•
..
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the news

Opinion Editor: Rockelle Gray
Phone: 809-4468

Food Services analyzes operation hours, ~
student votes could change times
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of The
Murray State News. The editorial board is composed of all section editors.
Do you like to munch at night or do you prefer a fast-food breakfast?
Food Services is surveying Fast Track's student customers to determine the hours the convenience store-style eatery should be open.
Its hours are 8 a.m. to 9:30 p.m Monday through Thursday, and until
9 p.m. Friday evening. The survey includes the possibility of operating
hours of 11 a.m. to midnight.
. Which time is better for the majority of the students?
Many believe breakfast is the most important meal of the day. Some
students use Fast Track for to-go breakfast items in the morning on
their way to class from the residential colleges.
On the other hand, some students would rather have snacks from
Fast Track at later times because of late-night studying.
While Food Services is making an effort to please students with
these new hours and we applaud the effort to meet some students'
eating needs, we believe the current hours are best for most students.
Sure, some may spend their money dining elsewhere at night, but by
being open at 8 a.m., Fast Track is serving more students.
Fast Track should keep its current hours, because students who use
it to get one of their three daily meals may miss a meal if it isn't open.
Fast Track's hours may seem trivial to some students, but it is not to
students who use it every day.
Food Services should keep its current' hours and risk the loss of latenight eaters.
Changing the hours from what they are now may be already causing
Food Service to lose money, but it could 1ose even more by takfng
away the breakfast crowd.
Plus, students will still not be able to use their meal plans after' 9
p.m., anyway.
A change of hours wouldn't help many students - unless they have
cash at midnight.

'•

photo illustration by Rockellc Gray/ The News

Students can takethis survey at Fast Track In the box located to the rioht of the reolster. Students
should tum In the ballots if they want to keep or chanoe the hours.

what doyou think•••
When should Fast Track open and close?
"I think it's good right now."

Phil Feger • Louisville, Ky.
sophomore

"The earlier. the better."
Penny Smith • Edwardsville, Ill.
senior
•'

"At least 8 a.m. to 11p.m.''
Daryl Smith· Memphis, Tenn.
junior

" They should open at 7 a.m. and close at
midnight."
,I

Erin Boole • Arlington, Ky.
senior
Jeff Slinker/The News

the news editorial board
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E-mail: thenews®murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175
www.thenews.oro

Write to us

Elizabeth Caweln

Tommy Dillard

Editor in Chief • 809-3937
Emily Wuchner
News Editor • 809-4468

Sports Editor 809·4481

Brent Bauscher
Advertising Manager • 809·4478

Rockelle Gray

Jonathan Burris

Opinion Editor • 809·4468

Photography Editor • 809·4468

Casey Northcutt

Joe Hedges

College Life Editor • 809·4468

Adviser · 809-2998
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•~what if~ Christ Ambassador's tactics deceptive
RockeDe Gray

In My
Opinion

•

You did not
graduate?
As seniors fmish up their graduation
packets for the Nov. 1 deadline, some may
find their intended graduation date is
postponed because of their lack of hours
or lack of upper-level classes.
My packet is lying in my desk awaiting
advisers' signatures and
my usual procrastination has once again left :
me scrambling at a
deadline.
So, I've started to
think about graduation.
If I didn't graduate in
May, would it be the
worst thing that ever
happened?
To be honest, 1
knew that to graduate, I
would have to take
t...-...._ _...___.__ __.,J more hours than 1 usually would this semester.
Since I have already dropped a class, it
is possible that I may not graduate in May.
If that is true, I am determined not to get
bent out of shape.
Besides, there are a lot of fifth-year
seniors. What makes me any different?
I didn't take college-level or AP classes
in high school I didn't corn.e to college
with the intention of graduating in four
years.
I would like to graduate so I could start
graduate school, but it won't be the end of
the world.
Unlike college students who hated their
high school experience and insist that anyone who liked high school is lying to themselves, I loved high school.
I took the same attitude I gained from
'
high school into college.
Of course, I did finish high school in
four years, but then again, I wasn't allowed
to drop a class in high school.
I decided I was going to try my best and
finish college at my own pace.
My older sister took five and a half
years, so my parents don't have unrealistic I
graduation expectations.
Then again, I didn't change my major f
every couple of semesters. I only changed 1
once and dropped my first major to a
minor, so I haven't taken classes I don't
need.
1 know some seniors are going to be
taken aback and not know how to handle
this. To think they are going to graduate
and then see that they cannot could totally alter their future plans.
How could one handle this disappointment? I hope not by jumping off a building
or' just calling it quits.
College students learn to deal with the
unexpected.
Pop quiz? Better luck next time.
Paper assignment moved up? Try your
best.
Final examination? All-night study session.
Canceled class? Celebrate, unless you
just drove an hour for that one class.
Average college students have learned
to adjust to circumstances beyond their
control, and sometimes graduation is out
of their control.
In that case, just fmd a way to release
your tension. I won't tell someone how to
do that because everyone has his or her
own way.
Then, start replanning your future.
This could mean planning for another
year at Murray State or transferring to
another college.
If you bad a job awaiting you after grad- ~
uation, then you could either ask for an
internship or hope the job will be available '
when you do graduate.
You may have to work through the summer to get money for the next seJ.llester.
Some may be able to finish during the
summer if they do not need many hours.
The basic idea behind this commentary
is that sometimes things do not go as
planned, and you must rearrange your life.
If you have gotten married and/or had a
child during college, then I don't have to
explain this change.
It is important to remember that if
things don't work out like you planned.
then there could be a reason beyond your
comprehension as to why you didn't graduate.
This realization may be hard to accept
and even harder for your parents if you
told them you were going to graduate, but
there could be a pot of gold at the end of
the rainbow.
I know that this concept is going to
make some of the graduating seniors'
stomachs churn, but this is just a friendly
warning to those who are going to be
shocked.

I
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Rockelle Gray is the opinion editor for The
Murray State News.

Morgan
Hardy
Morgan Hardy
is a mass
communications
graduate student
from Nashville,

Tenn.

I like taking surveys.
I feel useful. I'll ask lots of people I
don't know to take surveys for my
graduate research, so it'd be darn hypocritical if I didn't take a few myself.
So when I was in the Curris Center
last week and a clean-cut guy asked me
to take a survey.l said, "What the heck,
I don't have anywhere to be."
First question: "Is abortion acceptable?" Pretty heavy stuff, but OK, sure.
I answer.
"Is premarital sex acceptable? Is
homosexuality acceptable?"
I'm a little creeped out by these
questions - only yes or no answers are
allowed. But I keep answering.
"Is Jesus Christ the son of God?" I
politely answer the rest of his questions, put down my book bag and get
ready.
Sure enough, the pitch came. I kindly deferred, and made my point known
that I don't like deceptive practices
from anyone, and it's hardly appropriate from Christ Ambassadors.
I don't need you to suck me in with a
survey to talk about my faith, lack
thereof or incorrectness of it. I'm more
than willing to discuss it. But don't
deceive me.
Don't tell me, "Oh, we're doing a sur-

vey about values," when you're really
pitching a point of view. Respect my
time. Respect my faith, even if you
don't agree with it.
Christ didn't need any excuses to tell
people about faith. That's why I
respect Bro. Jim Gilles - Jim talks, but
he follows through to the hilt.
If you're going to be an extremist,
much as Christ said, don't be lukewarm - be hot or cold. Go full-bore,
reject it or get the hell out.
To be fair, I respect many of XA's
members for being honest in their
faith. As an undergrad, I even went to
a couple of meetings, and some of the
kindest, most truthful souls I've met on
campus have been XA members.
I have no problem with evangelism,
either. I simply have a conviction that
several otherwise upstanding people
are led down the wrong path in being
asked to do this, and that it should stop
for the good of the Christian faith.
In my time, I've seen other
approaches used. Mormons, SeventhDay Adventists and Jehovah's Witnesses simply dress respectfully, ask
for a moment of time to talk about faith
and let it go if that's not what the person wants to do.
They realize if somcone's not ready

to talk about faith, they're not going to
get anywhere even if they trick the
person into a discussion.
So don't give me the line, "But college students don't want to talk about
it!" Maybe so, but being creepy and
deceptive doesn't get you very far with
them, either.
The guy also told me, "Well, almost
everyone we've talked to bas said this
is deceptive, but it's really not. I just
asked you to take a survey."
Your audience decides that. Anyone
who says they don't like a message and
that it's deceptive has been deceived,
whether you think that or not.
This implication that XA members
have divine right to determine what is
and isn't a sneaky tactic is disgusting.
Christ taught us that whether we
accept him, we're equally deserving of
his grace and love.
A tidbit to close: There's only one
other faith group I've ever seen that
uses similar tactics to XA to open a
faith discussion.
This group sets up booths on city
sidewalks or college campuses with a
little device and asks people if they
want to take a "stress test," then get
them into their pitch and literature.
That group is Scientology.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Exaggerated cartoon causes
multiple student reactions
In the Sept. IS issue of The Murray State News,
Tiffany Beckman wrote a letter in response to an
editorial cartoon that showed an obese young male
as an example of a student who smelled bad.
The student was smelly, dirty and his clothes
didn't fit well because he was fat.
I, myself, am a large male and I just have to say,
Tiffany, that I totally disagree.
Being overweight, I sweat more than the typical
male my age. It is diCficult to fmd clothes that fit
me properly.
And, often, I go weeks without bathing because,
being overweight, I just cannot fmd enough energy
to jump into a bathtub and cannot reach all parts
of my body because of my immense girth.
I know you might think I am being sarcastic, but
it is true.
Now, I am not offended by the article that was
written and by the drawings for several reasons.
First of all, I should be in better shape. I am
overweight by choice alone.
Secondly, it is a caricature. It is meant to be
exaggerated and humorous.
So, be at ease. Laugh a little and enjoy the joke.
The point of the article, quite plainly, was that
bathing is really a necessary thing, no matter how
fat, skinny, tall, short or whatever you might be.
Eric Hamilton
Non-student
Murray

Woman thanks community
for saving companion's Ufe
It's a good feeling to know that people still care
about one another.
My gratitude runs over to all the wonderful people who came to my aid Oct. 6 as my dog, Honey,
and I were taking our daily morning walk on the
Murray State campus.
Suddenly and unexpectedly, a large stray
descended upon Honey, and she was on the
ground on her back trying to defend herself.

In all the horror, my recollection of the following events are a little fuzzy, but my efforts to
untangle the dogs were futile.
I screamed as l struggled, and attracted the
attention of Annette Fowler, senior from Murray.
She immediately dropped her book bag, somehow distracted the attacking dog and spent the
next few minutes running back and forth between
us as the determined dog attempted to get back to
its prey.
A student just outside the Winslow Dining Hall
was on his cell phone, I assumed calling 911, as the
campus police arrived almost immediately.
I wish to thank all of those wonderful people as
well as the nice gentleman whose name I don't
know, who gave me moral support as he took Honey's leash and talked to her.
Annette is the hero of the day, as I believe she
put herself in danger doing what she did.
The stray didn't seem to be vicious to humans,
but there was no way to know that. It could have
attacked Annette if it wanted to.
So, thanks to all the responders to this unexpected event and thanks to Murray State for its kind
and vigilant people, officers and the beautiful campus Murray citizens such as Honey and'I can
admire and enjoy - under normal circumstances,
that is.
Betty Duvall
Non-student
Murray

Other religious organizations
should be treated like Bro. flDl
The article "Students side with University as
evangelist sues," from the Oct.l3 issue of The
Murray State News, did not speak for me. I was
present on campus the day this evangelist spoke
and did side with him.
My first encounter with Bro. Jim Gilles was years
ago as an undergraduate at Eastern Michigan University. I listened and watched his confrontational
style and was graced with a brochure about his
born-again experience.
I asked for an autograph and (as I had shoulder-

length hair then) he signed it, "Repent, you rocker."
Bro. Jim is a sincere believer in an old fonn of
(King James-edited Bible) evangelical-Christian
fundamentalism. Bro. Gilles believes his confrontational style (possibly modeled after John the Baptist) is a way to reach people who would otherwise
reject his message.
I do not agree with Bro. Jim's theology, scripture
versions or interpretation of the mysteries of Jesus
Christ and the Trinity.
I do, however, respect his courage to risk his safety and his detennination to push those beliefs in
public.
When I saw Bro. Jim preaching that day in 2004,
I was too busy to stop, but l thought to myself the
quote from John 1:47: "Behold, an Israelite indeed, in
whom is no deceit!" Having lived in a few diverse
and large cities in my life, 1am used to radical political activists and demonstrators making noise in the
streets.
In some ways, they have character and in no way
offends me, so long as they do not try to block the
sidewalk.
The only time a religious group offended me at
Murray State was when I was approached by students claiming they wanted to interview me for a
research study, then used the interview to set me up
for a sales pitch to join their church.
This same group, which I will call by its initials
CA, claims to be non-denominational, yet cites a
protestant, King James, evangelical statement of
beliefs, and is connected to a fundamentalist national church group.
This CA group goes on mission trips to Christian
countries so it can convert those people to its brand
of Christianity.
In addition, it bands out fliers, advertising games
and door prizes for a song-and-dance theology that
diminishes the mysteries of people of the Books, the
trinity and Yeshu, Yahweh Yashua, a.k.a. Jesus the
Christ.
It should be denied campus access before Bro.

Jim.
Greg Laliberte
Alumnus
Austin, Texas
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Students prepare for upcoming elections
Alaina ZaniD
Staff writer
Many college students
attend school away from
home and the voting polls for
their respective districts.
Absentee ballots. which allow
citizens to cast votes while far
away from home, are the
answer for students. Many
deadlines for these ballots
must be met well before Nov.
7.

Matthew Johnston, fresh·
man from Garfield, Ky., said
he is voting by absentee ballot
because he wants a chance to
express his opinions, even
though he is away from home.
"lt is a privilege to be able
to vote and everyone should
take advantage of it," he said.
Johnston said it is relatively
easy to request an absentee
vote.
"I just did a little research and
made the call," he said. "It is
absolutely worth the effort."
Election Day preparations
began long ago in most states.
Each state has its own rules
and regulations for absentee
voting.
Most require registered vot·
ers to fill out an absentee ballot request form, which can be
downloaded for free from
each state's Web site.
In Kentucky, voters can also
request an absentee ballot by
phone.

Voters can also get forms
from their local county clerk's
office. Once the form is filled
out, absentee voters must mail
the request at least two weeks
in advance of the election date
to the appropriate county
election commission or local
circuit, depending on the state
of residence.
After requests are received,
most states begin mailing
absentee ballots 30 to 60 days
before the election.
Voters must then fill out the
ballots and mail them to the
appropriate election precinct
usually by the close of polls on
Election Day, but some states
require them a week in
advance.
Additionally, some states
allow ballots to be submitted
by fax. Most states do not
allow late absentee ballots.
Martin Milkman, professor
of economics, said absentee
voting is somewhat easier
than
traditional
voting
because voters can cast their
votes on their own time

b~
"It's almost less trouble the

I
I

Absentee voting requirements for states in the region

~

Ballot request deadline:
5 days before election
Ballot return deadline:

1

;?'

.e.;_......:............- - l

Ballot request deadline:
8 days be fore election

Ballot return deadline:

Close of polls on election day

How to request a ballot: Mail o r fax
Bow to return ballot: Mail
Where to return ballot:
County Election Commission

I

Saturday before election

How to request a ballot:
Mail or fax
How to return ballot: Mail or fax
Where to retwu ballot:
County clerk's office

1

.
'

I
j

1

Ballot request deadline:

Ballot request deadline:

10 days before e lection

Ballot return deadline:
7 p.m. election day
Bow to request a ballot: Mail
Bow to return ballot: Mail
Where to return ballot:
Local election office

Wednesday before election

Ballot return deadline:
Before 7 p.m. on election d ay
How to request a ballot:
Mail or fax

How to return ballot: Mail
Where to return ballot:
Local elections office

I

voting on line,"Milkman said.
"Thls way, even if you don't ~
live here, you can make y o u r .
vote count. The only people
• ••
who don't have an opportuni.• .
•·
ty to vote are the people who
don't want to vote.''
Alaina ~nin can be reached at
alaina. zamn@rrwrraystate.edu.

BaUt
estdedlin
0
requ
a
e:

Ballot request deadline:

7 days before.election
Return ballot deadline:

Ballot return deadline:

30 days before election

Close ofpolls on election day

Before 7;30 p.m. Election Day

How to request a ballot:

Bow to request a ballot:
Mail, phone or fax

Mail or phone

How to return ballot: Mail
Where to return ballot:

How to return ballot: Mail
Where to return ballot:

County clerk's office

Board of elections

Want to Teach Abroa·d ?
A chance to explore the world and
gain an experience of a lifetime.
KWTC
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China
One of Jhe most dynamic countries in the world with more thon 5,000 yeors
of mostly uninterrupted civilization.
Part-time English teacher

•14 to 20 hours of teaching per week
• For no longer thon six months for undergraduate students
• Six months, one yeor or even longer for groduote students
Turkey
Turkey hos been coiled the "cradle of civilization." With more thon 5,000
yeors of history, it is o country where two continents meet.
Full-time English teacher

•Monthly poy of $1000 to $3000
• Free accommodation ond domestic transportation
• Full oirfore coverage
Part-time English teacher

•14 to 20 hours of teaching per week
• For no longer thon six months for undergraduate students
•Six months, one yeor, or even longer for groduote students
103 North 14th Street
Thursday- Frmy, 01 2fr'll * 7p.m. - Mdright
Saturday, Ocl28 *?p.m. -1am.
Admission: $10 or $7 with Student 10
Mlarce ticket sales on fist fOOr of Curris Center
Monday -Thursday, Oct.23-26

Morocco

Acountry thoroughly mythologized ond extolled for its unique living history,
its shimmering light ond its extraordinary ort.
One part-time female English teacher

Benefiting Huntsman Cancer Foundation
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Library University may consider new policy
work
continues
Robia Phelps

Staff writer

Staff report

Murray State's anti-discrimination policy may soon join the policies of other Kentucky universities
by including sexual orientation.
Jody Cofer, program specialist
for undergraduate research and
scholarly activity, recently made a
presentation before the staff congress _concerning the inclusion of
sexual orientation in the University's anti-discriminatory policy.
"Murray State, like its sister institutions that include Eastern, Northern, and Western Kentucky Universities, has a responsibility to be a
good steward of p lace," Cofer said.
"Seventy-four percent of Kentuckians support protections against
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in the workplace, and
our sister institutions have recognized that in their written policies MSU has not."

Renovations ofWaterfield Library have
been extended until early November, said
Dean of University Libraries Laurene
Zaporozhetz.
''It's just taking longer than we thought,"
Zaporozhetz said. "We're just moving
everything around and it's a very laborintensive p rocess."
The renovations, which began in May
2006, will add new compact shelving,
lighting and carpeting on one side of the
bottom floor of Waterfield Library,
Zaporozhetz said.
"Once you see it, your eyes are going to
pop," she said. "It's spectacular."
Zaporozhetz said she is excited about
the renovations and hopes to have a ribbon
cutting ceremony when they are finished.
One of the best things about the renovations is they are sponsored completely by
private funds, including student donations, ,
Zaporozhetz said.
ATLANTA (AP) - Since
Until the renovations are complete, students may only use the center floor of the day of her funeral in
February, the tomb of
Waterfield during regular hours.
Coretta
Scott King has
The bottom and top floors are closed
because materials are being organized and remained lengths away
moved around. Students can still request from her husband's crypt at
The Martin Luther King Jr.
materials from either of the closed floors.
Also, if students need additional space to Center for Nonviolent
study, the James 0. Overby Law Library, Social Change - against her
located in the lower level of Pogue Library, final wish that her body be
is open until 10 p.m. Sunday through placed alongside his.
By the end of this year,
Thursday.
the couple who struggled
together for civil rights in a
segregated South wiU unite
in a single final resting
place, said Isaac Newton
Farris, the Kings' nephew
Staff report
and president of the King
Center.
Christina Held, 47,
"We have decided on the
of Wickliffe, K.y., died
design and placement," FarSunday.
1 ris 'told The Associated
She was a Murray
Press, adding that the new
State graduate student
crypt should be complete
studying
electronic
by Dec. 3l "She will be in
media.
place next to my uncle
Held also had an underbefore the holiday: refergraduate degree from
ring to Martin .L uther King
Murray State. Her
Jr. Day, Jan. 15.
memorial service was
Farris said the site of
• Wednesday.
Christina Held

I

"(lncludinq sexual orientation in the anti-discriminatory policy) really qives our institution
more leveraqe inrecruitinQ and retaininQ hiqhquallty diversity in staff."
-Jody Cofer
Program Specialist
Undergraduate Research and Scholarly Activity

Cofer said adding sexual orientation to Murray State's anti-discriminatory policy poses several benefits for Murray State.
"It really gives our institution
more leverage in recruiting and
retaining high-quality diversity in
staff," Cofer said.
Several faculty members, staff
and students advocate the issue,
and Cofer says their support will
encourage the administration to
consider changing its policy. He

said adding sexual orientation as a
term of anti-discrimination w ill
illustrate Murray State's welcoming
environment.
"You look at the majority of population and it is common knowledge that homosexuals and b isexuals are discriminated against, and
they are a minority who needs protection," Cofer said. "People go
where they are most comfortable.
Murray State has a very comfortable community feeling."

------~-

Offering p rotection to those of a
different sexual orientation and
guaranteeing that protection in Murray State's anti-discriminatory policy may be a controversial idea. but
Kyrus Harrington ll, senior from
East St. Louis, Ill, said changing the
clause is the right thing to do.
"I think there's nothing wrong
with doing that," Harrington said.
"Sexual orientation now is just as
big of a problem as racism was in
the past. In order for (Murray State)
to advance we must adjust in the
way our community is going."
The issue is one which has been a
concern for many members of the
Murray State community, bu t Harrington said there should be one
rule of thumb when hiring faculty
and staff.
"fm just not one to judge," Harrington said. "It shouldn't even be
about your sexual orientation, just
about your work ethic."
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

----------

Officials plan to transfer Scott-King's body

Grad student dies

Martin Luther King Jr.'s
tomb - which sits atop a
reflecting pool in The King
Center 's courtyard- had
been designed with the
thought that Coretta Scott
King would eventually be
buried there, too.
The mound that houses
his crypt was made to hold
the remains of two people,
Farris explained, but the
crypt was not.
Farris said the new crypt
will be paid for by family,
friends and The King Center.
He declined to say how
much it will cost.
Coretta Scott King died
Jan. 31 at age 78 from complications from ovarian
cancer diagnosed after she
had a stroke and mild heart
attack.
Her tomb, a smaller, gray
marble crypt, faces Auburn
Avenue, where her husband was born
and
preached from 1960 until
his death, and is surround-

ed by a small garden.
An eternal flame burns
nearby.
Martin Luther King Jr.
was originally buried at
South-View Cemetery in
Atlanta, where his parents
and maternal grandparents
are also buried.
His crypt was later
moved to The King Center.
His widow started The
King Center in the basement of the couple's home
in the year following King's
1968 assassination in Memphis, Tenn.
In 1981, the center moved
into its multimillion-dollar
facility on Auburn Avenue
and next to King's Ebenezer
Baptist Church.
The King Center is a
vault for those seeking the
teachings of the leader of
the 1955 Montgomery Bus
Boycott and the winner of
the 1964 Nobel Peace Prize.
The Center draws thousands of visitors each year,
many who come to pay

their respects to the Kings.
A 23-member commission formed by the city of
Atlanta to establish public
tributes to King's widow
heard ideas from the public
for the first time at a meeting Wednesday night.
Some people suggested
an education fund, a birthday parade and even a park
with a towering statue similar to the Statue of Liberty.
"We need something
great that will symbolize
her: said Maurice Baker ,
37, who said Coretta Scott
King could be remembered
at the planned Atlanta Symphony Center.
Honoring her at the symphony center would be better than naming a street for
her, Balcer said.
"Streets can always go
through
reconstruction,
and it could be placed in a
bad neighborhood," Baker
said.
Pat Jones, 57, asked for a
yearly church memorial

service and a statue in
hopes to continue the legacy for those who don't
know much about Coretta
Scott King's history.
"All generations can
know that Coretta Scott
played an important part in
where we are at today," she
said.
The commission is currently considering several
r ecommendations, inclu ding a rose garden with a
water feature and the creation of an Educational
Institute for Social Change.
The commission is also
considering the construction of a public sculpture
and the renaming of a performing arts school, city
park or major city street in
her honor.
"There's a real desire on
the part of the commission
to do this appropriately and
as expeditiously as possible," Farris said. "I feel very
good about where it's headed."
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Weeknights 7 to 9 pm
\:;;;;j;~Ct;{e·
(worldcafe.org)

The World Cafe, with h ost David l)ye, serves up an eclectic
mix of blues, rock, world, folk, and alternative country with
live performances and interviews with celebrated and
emerging artists.

Soul Flight
Fridays 11 pm to 2 a.m.
A lively, insightful m ix of music, new s, view s and
interviews re flecting the local and national
African Amen can community.
The American Humanics Program (AH) at Murray State University offers an academic minor in Youth and Nonprofit
·Leadership, specifically designed for students who want to
Make a Difference through programs of education, health and
fitness, recreation, and character development.
Call Dr. Roger Weis at 809-3808 or stop by room IOS of
Carr Health Building for an informal meeting. Or you may
email Dr. Roger Weis at roger.weis@murraystate.edu.

ou IHaY Keg/Iter for Either or loth of the Following C/au
II for the Spring T11'111:
YNL 290

YNL 351

Current Trends and Issues in 9:30-1 0:-45 a.m.
Sections 80 & 81
Youth and Human Services
(Community Service Learning)
Leadership and Support
Systems In Youth and Human
Service Organizations

T&TH

I I a m.- 12:15 p.m. T&TH
Sections 80 & 81

VNL 290 'VNL S51 can help you to qualify as a
Service Learning Scholar!

ID ~}S>

't 'iF."

taU

Beyond the Edge
Saturday Ntghts from 11 pm to 1 am
From Folk and pop to alt-county and indie rock, BTE
covers a full range of the finest alternative music.

The Indie Connection
Sundays at 1 am after
Beyond the Edge
MSU's john Gibson showcases both bands far & wide,
along with "local bands" from the Four Rivers Region.

Midnight Sun.
Sundays at Midnight
MSU's Katie Villanueva & Chad Lampe present radio
for d iscriminating insomniacs and weary weekend
warriors. Hear legendary stars like Frank Sinatra and
new artists such as Gnarls Barclay and Pink Martini.
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Andrea Chapman/contributor

Members of Hester College march In the parade alonoslde the Hester Hedc)eho9, who rode In style on the back of a convertible.

Students, alumni
celebrate
Homecoming

C.titl in Dunmgan/The News

Brittany Davis, senior from Hopkinsville Ky~ and Joel Perkins. senior from Chatham II.. celebnlte after belnQ croWned HomecomlnQ kino and queen before the football CJ11M.

Jonathan Bu"is/The News

Paulina Combow, senior from Franklin, Ky., poses on tht Alpha Delta PI float durlno the homecoml09 parade.

1

Andrea Chapman/contributor

Meg Brown, professor of modem languages, serves food at the department of modeni languages tent before the football oame. The department sold German brats wtth onions and
sauerkraut as a fundraiser.
-\i

Andrea Chapman/contributor

Members of Alpha Skjma Alpha display their banner durtno the Homecoming parade.

Jonathan Burris/The New5

The football team prepares to take the field In the HomecomlnO Q111H! ac)llnst Samford.
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Chasin' the playoffs

photos by Jonathan Burriiffhe News

Sophomoreforward Rebekah Clay, left. chases the ball in an Oct.13 oame avalnst Jacksonville State. The Racers must win aoalnst UT-Martln Saturday to advanceto the postseason tournament

Racers hope students will 'fill the hill' for important contest
Drew Helton
Staff writer
It's win or stay home for the Racers Saturday against TennesseeMartin.
The Racers go into Saturday's
game with a 2-4-2 record in the Ohio
Valley Conference, putting them one
point behind tiT-Martin for the final
spot in the OVC tournament.
The OVC Tournament begins Oct.
3L and, if the Racers make it, they'll
have to travel to the home of the
higher seed.
The Racers are calling on students
to "fill the hill" at Cutchin Field for
Saturday's game in hopes that a large
crowd will give the Racers the edge
they need against the Slcyhawks.
Free pizza and drinks will be available for the first 100 students who
show up for Saturday's game, but
there are more important matters on
the day's agenda - Murray State
must win to continue its season.
"I really feel the way we played
Sunday should carry over and give
us a lot of momentum for Saturday's
game," Head Coach Beth Acreman
said.
It's momentum the team needs
after coming up short against two
OVC opponents last weekend.
Murray State first fell Friday,
upset 2-1 by Jacksonville State University.
"We struggled during the game,"
Acreman said. "We lost our concentration in the second half and it cost

us."
Murray State failed to take advantage of an early lead when sophomore forward Rebekah Clay scored
from 25 yards out in the 14th minute.
It was Clay's ninth goal and her
22nd point of the season, which both
which lead the OVC.
The Racers failed to put anything
else together as JSU's Brittany Gardner scored in the 76th minute, tying
the game at l·L
JSU took the lead once and for all
when Sarah McAuley scored on a
header in the Slst minute, giving JSU
the 2·1 victory.
"We did not have any emotion
during the game," said senior midfielder Laura Oppegard. "We went
through the motions and didn't play
our game."
JSU out-shot the Racers 14-13 and
had the advantage with shots on
goal, 9-6.
Murray State came out fired up on
Sunday as they went down to the
wire with OVC leader Samford,
finally falling 2·1.
"It was our best game of the year,"
Acreman said. "We stuck to our
game plan and it was a true team
effort."
The team snowed it was no
pushover. outshooting Samford 10.8
and in shots on goal, 5-3.
Murray State had early opportuni·
ties to score when sophomore forward Melissa Cur ry and sophomore
defender Kellyn Robison failed to
convert early in the first half.

THneSSee·Mdll
"Nil the Hilt"
ft1jmlay, 2"·
Cutchin Field
•free pizza and drinbto;flfst
100 students
Samford struck first at the 24:41
mark when Samantha Applegate
deflected in a direct kick by Rebecca
Bohler from 30 yards out to give
Samford a 1..0 lead.
The Racers blew a chance to tie it
right before halftime when Clay
missed a penalty shot, leaving the
Racer s a goal behind at 1..0.
Murray State sank a quick goal just
1:57 into the second half when junior
forward Jen Nowak hit sophomore
forward Krista Llewellyn to knot the
score at 1·1.

Junior forward Jen Nowak and junior defender Sara Struve oet In a tanole with a Samford player Sunday. The Racers fell tofirst place Samford In a hard·fouoht oame. 2·1.
Samford took advantage of a
penalty kick at the 68:34 mark when
Rebecca Bohler scored on Murray
State goalie Annie Fortier, giving
Samford the nail jn the coffin at 2-L
The Racers had two more oppor·
tunities by Clay and Llewellyn, but
one shot was wide and one hit the

crossbar.
Said Laura Oppegard: "It was an
evenly matched game, but they just
took advantage of it when they had
the chance to and that was the difference."
Drew Helton can be reached at
andrew.helton@murraystate.edu.

The Sports Lin~···
TV Events

Murray State Events

Saturday: CBS @ 2:30 p.m.

Saturday: FOX @ 6:30 p.m.

Saturday: Rowing @ 7 a.m.

Saturday: Football @ 1:30 p.~.

College Football
Alabama at Tennessee

MLB Baseball
World Series: Game 1

Huntsville, Ala.
Hobbs Island Regatta

Charleston, Ill.
Murray State at Eastern Illinois

Sunday: ABC @ noon

Sunday: FOX @ 3 p.m.

Saturday: Soccer @ 2 p.m.

NFL Football
Red skins at Colts

Cutchin Field
UT-Martin at Murray State

MLS Soccer Playoffs
Revolution at Fire

·-

a
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Sunday: Rifle @ T BA
Pat Spurgin Rifle Range
Morehead State at Murray State
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Football
violence
out of hand
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Brand new day
!

OVC champs ready to defend title

OK, I admit it I may have been a little
Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor
out of line.
You see, just the other day, a sports edi·
A new era in Racer basketball
tor from one of those "other" student
began this week with the start of
newspapers in Kentucky came in the
practices, but even the truest
newsroom, got in my face and told me my
Racer fans will barely recognize
column was no good.
tlie guys doing drills down at the
So I did what any rational person would
Regional Special Events Center.
do. I furiously ripped ..----~-_.,
It's all part of the roller coaster
my computer out of
that has been Murray State basketthe wall, ran acr oss
ball during the past months, and
the room and nailed
the next stop on this ride is a .n ew
him with it. I mean, I
season, perhaps too soon for this
just gave it to the guy.
team of virtual strangers.
Then, just to make
First-year Head Coach Billy
sure I had made my
Kennedy said he and the team are
point, I stomped on
still in the process of getting a feel
his face with my
for each other and it will take some
cleats. Then I watched
time for the inexperienced team to
him bleed.
gel.
Why was I wearing
"Right now, I like our effort,"
cleats in the newsKennedy said "We've got a lot of
room, you ask?
Tommy
young guys who are very inexperiOh wait, that wasDillard
enced and so we're really just try·
n't me. It wasn't me
Sports Editor
fug to go real slow with this team
that took off my heland get to know them and let them
met, dashed across the field U.ke a rabid
get to know how we're going to try
dog and then slammed my helmet into my
to play, learn a new system."
opponent's body.
For the four returning players,
That was Anthony Reddick, one of the
it's getting to know a new coach
fine, upstanding young gentlemen who
and a new system as well as new
suit up for the University of Miami every
teammates. Senior forward Shawn
Saturday. Reddick was one of the particiWitherspoon has never known a
pants in Saturday's melee in the Hurri·
coach at Murray State other than
canes' game against Florida International.
Mick Cronin, now head coach at
It wasn't me, either, who saw my oppoCincinnati, but said he bas com·
nent lying on the ground after his helmet
plete trust in Kennedy.
had come off and decided it would be a
"It's two different atmospheres,"
nice, sporting gesture to enthusiastically
Witherspoon said. "Both (Kennedy
stomp him in the face with my cleats.
and Cronin) push you to work
That would be Albert Haynesworth,
your best and both can bring the
defensive tackle for the Tennessee Titans
best out of you. I trust Coach
and future member of a Nashville-area
Kennedy as much as l trust Coach
anger management class. Haynesworth
Cronin."
took it upon himself to commit this act
The Racers return just four playthree weeks ago during the Titans' 45-14
ers from last year's NCAA Tournadrubbing at the bands of the Dallas Cowment team, and of the 15 men on
boys.
the roster, six: are freshmen and
Nope, it wasn't me, because if I had
another five are transfers.
done those things. I would no longer be
employed at The Murray State News. • Amongst the transfers are former
Birmingham Southern players Ed
Neither would I be a student at this fine
Horton and Dwayne Paul, whose
institution.
experience in Division I basketball
I would probably be serving time in the
enable them to be leaders already,
Calloway County jail while I waited for
Witherspoon said.
someone to come bail me out.
"Ed Horton and Dwayne Paul
At the very least, my career aspirations
have been able to come in as
would be shot and when asked by
seniors and coming from a winning
prospective employers why The Murray
program where they've beaten
State News fJied me, I would be forced to
good teams and they know what it
respond, "Because I nailed a guy with my
takes to win," Witherspoon said
computer and then, for good measure,
Kennedy said his biggest task in
stomped on his face."
practices is figuring out how the
So you have to feel bad for Reddick and
Haynesworth, right? I mean, they're going
to be spending the rest of their lives flip·
ping burgers at McDonald's, if even that,
right?
Wrong.
The NFL suspended Haynesworth for
five games. After that, he'll be back on the
field as if nothing ever happened.
Think that's bad? Miami suspended
Reddick indeiznitely.
Sounds tough, but what does that really
mean? How noncommittal can you be?
Can you imagine being "suspended
indefinitely" by your employer? In the
real world, you're either in or you're out.
There is something wrong with society
when our athletes get off scott-free for
such reprehensible acts.
I say, ban them from the game.
I don't ever want to see Albert
Haynesworth play another football game.
I never want to see Anthony Reddick
or anyone else involved io that brawl suit
up for Miami, otherwise known as Thug
U., ever again.
Everyone deserves a second chance,
but not when the guy you just stomped in
the face is lying prostrate on the ground,
bleeding profusely from the head.
Haynesworth and Reddick should be in
.prison, not roaming the streets of our
cities.
Maybe I'm old school, but I don't
remember when it became OK for us to
act like savage animals and drive people's
beads into the ground with our helmets.
Shame on you. Tennessee Titans.
Shame on you, University of Miami.
And most of all, shame on you Anthony
Reddick and Albert Haynesworth.

pieces of the
Racers' roster
puzzle
fit
together.
Point guard
is perhaps the
biggest question mark fac·
ing Murray
State, with the
injury
of
junior transfe r
Kevin
Thomas, who
Billy
was expected
Kennedy to run point
Head basketball Kennedy said
coach
the
Racers
will call on sophomore Tyler Holloway or newcomers Ed Horton
and Bruce Carter to be court general.
..We're still concentrating on
trying to get a good feel for what
position some of these guys can
play in our system," Kennedy said.
"We're really thin on the perimeter. with Kevin Thomas getting
hurt and being out until maybe
mid-November. We miss having
him out there."
Besides matching players with
positions, Kennedy said the team's
biggest focus in practice bas been
defense.
"For the next few weeks. we are
just trying to develop guys toughness-wise and defensive-wise and
try to develop some good habits,
something we don't have right
now," Kennedy said. "We have to
know that when we go out to play,
we're going to play harder than our
opponents and be more solid on
the defensive end and come up
with stops."
The Racers open play Nov. 4 at
the Regional Special Events Center
with an exhibition game against
Canada's York University.
For Ohio Valley Conference Preseason Player of the Year Wither·
spoon, that day could not come
soon enough.
·
"I'm tired of the preseason and
Just ready to play,• Witherspoon
said. "We've been working bard.
working over the summer through
rehab trying to get my (injured)
foot back to where it's 100 percent.
North Carolina was a bad ending
to my season, so I'm just ready to
go out and play hard "
Tommy Dillard can be reached at
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.

Jonathan Burris/The News

Freshmanguard Bruce carter covers student assistant Jimmie Lee Holder in practicerues·
day. The Racers opened practice Oct. l4 under new head coach Billy Kennedy.

Murray State visits nationally ranked EIU
Aaron Weare
Staff writer
A little memory loss might be
beneficial to the Racers Saturday.
Lingering thoughts of last weekend's Homecoming drubbing will
not help the Racers against nation·
ally ranked Eastern Illinois.
The Panthers lead the Ohio Valley Conference with a 3-0 conference record, 4·3 overall. Eastern
Illinois is ranked 16th in the College Sporting News 1-AA coaches'
poll, and 17th overall in the Sports
Network Media Top 25 Poll.
Eastern Illinois is coming off its
third straight OVC victory, a 28-21
defeat of Eastern Kentucky. The
Panthers take advantage of
turnovers, like the three they created against Eastern Kentucky last
Saturday. Two of those: led to
touchdowns.
Two-time OVC defensive player of the week Lucius Seymour led
the Panther defense. picking off an
EKU pass with one minute left in
the game, sealing the Panther victory. Seymour also bad 11 tackles
and one for a loss.
In addition to Seymour, Murray
State Head Coach Matt Griffin is
worried about a few other players
on the Eastern Illinois roster.
"Micah Rucker (wide receiver)
is an outstanding player," Griffin
said in a news conference Monday. "He's a big target and he goes
up and gets it. I really like Vincent
Webb. I think he's a very good

Tommy Dillard is the sports editor at The
Murray State News. E-mail comments to
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.

running back. Their transfer quarterback (Cole Stinson) is physically talented and that's why he's
taken over their team."
Griffin said Eastern Illinois isn't
a top-20 program on just the offensive side. They have a tough
defense and strong coaching staff.
"I think a lot about coach Bob
Spoo," Griffin said. "He's done it
right. They play physical, their
defense is really tough with some
good linebackers, and they're
sound in the kicking game. I think
this game will show where we arc
mentally as a football team."
Griffin made the change this
week from freshman quarterback
Zach Barnard to junior Ryne Salyer.
"When you're not doing well
you try to do something to get a
spark," Griffin said. "Zach wasn't
sharp, there's no doubt about that,
but both guys will practice, and
you may see both guys in . the
game."
The Racers are 1·6 overall, and
are looking to get their first OVC
win. Despite the poor record, Griffm sees a positive in his freshman
running back Charlie Jordan.
"On a positive note, Charlie Jor·
dan, his effort, his strength and his
ability is outstanding," Griffln
said. "He's a guy that's becoming a
leader of our football team, even
as a true freshman."
Game time is 1;30 p.m. Saturday
in Charleston, Ill.
Aaron Weare can be reached at
aaron.weare@murraystate.edu.
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• Laser vision surgery consultations
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Buck fever
infects
hunters

ac
'em
Volleyball team
wins 16th match
AutumnBoaz
Assistant Sports Editor
They did it again. For the third
time this season, the volleyball
team collected five straight wins,
and it hopes to extend its winning
streak to six for the first time this
.season.
Saturday, the Racers will travel
to Tennessee Tech, who is 3-5 in
the Ohlo Valley Conference, with
one mission in mind - winning.
"As long as we play our game we
can get the win," junior Tara
Demage said. "This five-win streak
is different from others because we
trust each other more. That helps a
lot."
After falling to Tennessee State
Sept. 30, the Racers reverted to
their normal habits, picking up four
home wins, including victories over
OVC rivals Southeast Missouri and
Eastern Illinois last weekend. Murray State picked up its fifth straight
victory with a 3-1 road win against
UT-Martin Tuesday night.
"Of course I love (the winning
streak)," Head Coach David
Schwepker said. "But we try not to
think in those kinds of terms, we
just try to prepare for each match.
That's what we need to go after,
whether we win five in a row or
not. Our big goal is to make it into
the conference tournament."
With game scores of30-26, 18-30,
30·25 and 30-25 against Martin, the
Racers advanced their record to 163 on the season and 8-1 in the OVC,
which puts the team in second
place in the conference.
Senior Katie Kemezys led the
team in Tuesday's match with 18
kills, while senior Holly jansen
recorded 14.

To start the offense, freshman
setter Cassie Chesney tallied 48
assists for against the Skyhawks.
For the first time this season Ches·
ney was ranked nationally in assists
per game at No. 30, according to
weekly statistics provided by the
NCAA.

•

Sophomore Heather Norris collected 16 digs against the Skyhawks.
She remains on the top-ten list in
digs per game for the second consecutive week, according to NCAA
statistics.
Thls week Norris ranked 6th in
the nation in the category after
moving up four spots since the previous week.
The Murray State defense has
reaped the benefits of individual
accomplishment all season, and the
team's effort has consistently dominated the Division I ranking. For
the sixth consecutive week. Murray
State is ranked No. 1 in the nation in
digs per game.
Demage, however, said neither
individual rankings nor team rankings are emphasized.
"We never talk about (the ranking)," Demage said. "We just go out
there and do what we're suppose to
do, and lt·just happens to be good."
Scbwepker said the recent home
games gave his team a boost, helping the team win each of the four
games played on its home court and
allowing them to stay atop the
defensive standings.
Friday night, the Racers
stretched their match against
Southeast Missouri to five games,
but with the crowd behind them the
team was able to secure a 3-2 win
after winning the ·fifth-game rally
15-9.
''The team loved the crowd being
there," Schwepker said. "I know the

photos by Calthn Dunnagan/] he New.~

Junior Tara Demaoe ooes up for a kill In Friday night's match at Racer Arena.
girls loved being there, playing in
front of the home crowd, showing
them what they'vc worked so hard
for and hopefully making them all
proud."
Saturday the Racers closed out
their homestand with another stellar performance, defeating Eastern

Illinois in straight sets.
The Racers' next appearance in
Raccr Arena is Nov. 3, when the
team will face OVC rival Samford
in the ftrst of four consecutive
home matches.
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.

There is an epidemic spreading across
thls part of the country. The disease is
dormant throughout the spring and summer but becomes active this time of year.
It's hlghly contagious, but not usually fatal in humans.
This disease is not
the bird flu or SARS
- it's buck fever, a
disease that afflicts
avid deer hunters.
Buck fever consumes
some
hunters, while others experience only
mild cases.
I had a mild-tomoderate case of
buck fever when I
Warren
was a teenager, but
King
the severity of my Outdoor columnist
disease
lessened
when I harvested my first trophy buck.
Bagging a trophy buck is like a badge of
honor to a boy o£14, and is considered by
many to be a rite of passage from childhood to adulthood.
Like any disease, buck fever can be
financially devastating - a serious deer
hunter must have the best equipment. A
complete set of camouflage clothing can
cost $150 or more, a good tree stand sells
for at least $200 and a decent deer rifle
starts at $300, but the satisfaction one
feels when he or she drops a big buck is
priceless.
There is much more to deer hunting
than merely pointing a rifle at a deer and
pulling the trigger. To be successful, it
usually takes weeks of preparation.
If you catch buck fever, the ftrst thing
you need to do is find a suitable place to
hunt. You must always ask a property
owner's permission before you can hunt
on the land. Fortunately, there is some
public land in our area which is ideal for
deer hunting, it's the Clarks River
National Wildlife Refuge located in Benton. The refuge is open to the public but
you will need a permit to hunt there.' For
more information about the refuge, visit
fws.gov/southeast/clarksriver/ or drop
in at the refuge office located on Highway 641 just north of the Benton city limits.
Once you've found a place to hunt, you
must also obtain the proper license and
permits. Hunting licenses and deer permits can be bought at most sporting
goods stores and mass merchandisers
such as Wal-Mart. The only other document a deer hunter must possess is a certificate of completion of a hunters' safety
course.
1
Sadly, many unscrupulous deer
hunters let buck fever get control of them
to the point that they ignore common
sense and safety rules. Each year, many
foolish hunters engage in an illegal practice known as "spotlighting" deer. This
activity takes place after dark when an
individual shines a bright spotlight into a
deer's eyes, the deer becomes disoriented
and will not move, then a gunman easily
shoots the deer. "Spotlighting" is not
hunting, but a criminal act, and it carries
a stiff penalty for those involved in such
activities.
Another crime related to the unlawful
killing of deer is the act of shooting from
a vehlcle on a public road. Occasionally,
law enforcement personnel will catch
offenders who have shot a deer from
their vehicle; the offenders were probably driving along and spotted a large deer
near the road. It is tempting to shoot a
deer in this way but it is in violation of
several laws.
Deer hunting can be a rewarding
hobby. It can build traditions and can
strengthen family bonds but it can also
foster destructive behavior. If you are
stricken with buck fever, please try to
obey the Jaw and use good manners and
1
common courtesy at aU times.
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Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to warren.klng@murraystate.edu.
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College
Football
Picks

Autumn Boaz
Assistant Sports Editor
last week: 7·3
Season record: 49-21

Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor
last week: 8-2
Season record: 53-17

--

Iowa at #2 Michigan

--

Oc:tober20,2006

Rockelle Gray
Opinion Editor
last week: 3-7
Season record: 43·27

Aaron Weare
Staff Writer
last week: 8·2
Season record: 58·12

MICHIGAN

MICHIGAN

MICHIGAN

#4 West Virginia at Connecticut

#5 Texas at #17 Nebraska

Alabama at #7 Tennessee

UCLA at #10 Notre Dame

· Washington at #11 California

•{81,

•(g£

•{81,

•{81,
rt:k~

#13 Ga. Tech at #12 Clemson

#19 Rutgers at Pittsburgh

R

R

R

#21Wisconsin at Purdue

•

Illinois at Penn State .

Ho~ecoming turns
Autumll Boaz
Assistant Sports Editor
Racer I was signaled to run a single
lap around a field of mistakes in the
football team's 33-7 Homecoming loss
against the Samford Bulldogs Satur·
day.
One minute into the game, the Rae·
ers suffered their first blow of the
day. Momentum quiclcly sided with
Samford, and the Bulldogs recovered
the opening kick-off at the Murray
State 10-yard line. With 1:01 off the
clock, the Bulldogs converted their
first touchdown of the day.
The opening scene proved to be a
quick preview of what the remaining
59 minutes had in store for the Racers,

sour for Racers against Samford

and after the crowd quieted and eventually thinned, the Racers were left to
fight a losing battle.
The Racers committed six
turnovers throughout the game,
including a pass from freshman quarterback Zach Barnard that was picked
off inside the end zone. Murray State
recorded 39 total rushing yards and
was held scoreless until the third
quarter.
Head Coach Matt Griffin said the
Racers didn't perform as well as he
expected, but he didn't believe they
had taken a step backward in their
progress.
"Disappointing is probably a better
word.'' Grifftn said in a press conference Monday. "We've got some
opportunities, even when we put our·

selves in a whole, to turn things
around quickly and we just don't.
Those are things we just have to keep
correcting, keep coaching."
Barnard and Samford quarterback
Jefferson Adcock each committed
interceptions in the first quarter, but
unlike Samford, Murray State was
unable to take advantage of the Bulldogs' turnover. With 2:55 remaining in
the first quarter, Samford turned the
second Racer turnover into a touchdown, making the score 14-0 at the
end of the first quarter.
By halftime, the Bulldogs bad
increased their lead to 23 points, and
had forced the Racers to make a quarterback switch. After completing 11 of
19 passes for 93 yards. Barnard retired
to the sideline, handing the reigns to

junior quarterback Ryne Salyer just
before the end of the half.
"You may see two of them in the
game," Griffm said. "We have to find
some continuity offensively. We have
some flashes of brilliance and then we
have too many flashes going our way
right now. We're going to get there, I
have no doubt about that, as long as
the kids keep working hard."
After the quarterback swap, Salyer
came in to complete 10 of 20 passes
for 93 yards.
After allowing the Bulldogs to score
30 straight points. the Racers flJl.ally
got on the board at 12:28 into the
fourth quarter when Salyer led the
team down the field in a 10-play
sequence.
Freshman running back Charlie Jor-

dan, who had 55 receiving yards on
the day, picked up the initial first
down to start the 81-yard drive. The
Racers' scoring chance was almost
eliminated, but sophomore tight end
Ben Rush converted the fourth down
and sealed the deal with a 15-yard
carry to secure a Racer touchdown.
The Bulldogs added a field goal to
the fmal score, but the third-quarter
touchdown was the Racers' first and
last scoring opportunity of the day,
giving Samford a 33-7 victory and
their first Ohio Valley Conference
win of the season.
With the loss the Racers move to 0·
4 in the Ohio Valley Conference and
1-6 for the season.
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn.boa.z@murraystate.edu.
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Rifle team finishes second at home ·

Board approves
Stewart Stadium
renovation

Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor
The green concrete that is the turf at
Roy Stewart Stadium will haunt the Racers and their opponents no more.
The turf will be trod upon for the last
time when Murray State takes on Tennessee-Martin in the season finale Nov.
18.
The Board of Regents last week
approved funding for a new turf, one that
Athletics Director Allen Ward said will
be much easier on the athletes who use it.
"We're going to go with a synthetic
surface," Ward said. "It's different. It
feels like grass, looks like grass. It'll be
much better for our student-athletes
when they're playing. It won't be as hard
on their knees. It's the popular surface
today."
He said the new turf is a project he bas
been working on since coming to the
University.
"When I arrived, I realized it was
something that needed to be addressed,"
Ward said. "It's been a priority of mine
since I arrived. It's outlived its usefulness. It's old and it's time for it to be
replaced."
Ward said Interim University President Tim Miller was instrumental in seeing the long-awaited project to fruition.
The new turf will cost $1.2 million, but
only half of that will come from the University budget, Ward said.
1be athletic department has raised the
other $600,000 through private donors,
one of whom will receive naming rights.
Ward said the estimate is a "worst-case
scenario" figure and is probably high.
Tommy Dillard can be reached at
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.

Junior Dan Belluzzo andsophomore Bryant Walllzer keep their eye on the target In their first homemeet
of the season last weekend. The Racers finished second with an aqQrec}ate teamscore of 4,612.
Drew Helton
Staff writer

photos by Jonathan Burris!The Nt•w.•

Walllzer led the teamIn air rifle In both matches last weekend.

The Racers took second
place in two tri·meets last
weekend, falling to beat
Jacksonville State in both
meets.
..We are improving
already," said Head Coach
Morgan Hicks. "We are getting better as a team but we
need to keep getting better."
It was the Racers' first
home competition of the
season as the Murray State
Gold team shot a 4,612 out
of a possible 4,800. JSU
shot a 4,655, while Tennessee Tech shot a 4,530
and the Murray State Blue
team shot a 4,458.
The Racers were led by
sophomore Bryant Wallizcr, who shot a 588 out of a
possible 600 in air rifle and

a 574 in smallbore.
Sophomore Kevin Witbrodt had a 578 in air rifle
and a 579 in smallborc for a
combined score ofl,l57.
Junior Cameron Hicks
h:td a combined score of
l,lSS, and junior Dan Belluzzo shot a 1,138.
"We're working together
and motivating each other,"
Boucherie said. "We are
hoping that everyone can
have a 580 or above in air
rifle and a 570 or above in
small bore."
The freshmen helped out
as Kasey Meyer fired a 568
in air rifle and 560 in smallbore for an aggregate of
1,128. Freshman Harley
Jette shot an aggregate of
1,104. while sophomore
Erica Meece shot an aggregate of 1,094.
"Everyone has been giving tips to each other so
that we can get where we

need to be as a team,"
Boucherie said.
The Racers competed in
an air-rifle-only Saturday at
Austin Peay. Murray State
shot a 2.294 out of a possible 2,400. JSU shot a 2,342,
and Austin Peay 2,125.
Murray State was led by
Wallizer, who shot a 580.
W itbrodt also fired a 580,
followed by Boucherie with
a566.
"We are getting stronger
in certain areas," Hicks
said. "As long as we keep
improving, we should be
ready for the NCAA Championships."
Murray State will host a
shoulder-to- shout de r
match Sunday with Morehead State at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Drew Helton can be
reached at andrew.helton@
murraystate.edu.

Join U s Sunday Mornings!

• Tanning w/ facials
• Full body/ facial wax
• Acrylic Nails
• Haircuts S 12

•
•
•
•

Manicures/Pedicures
Shampoo, Cut & Style $22
Colora $40 and up
Highlights (foil and cap)
$35 and up

(special $10 novv until Sept. 30)

MSU ·Student 10 Discount
Next to August Moon • Walk-ins Welcome
Or Call 767-0000 for Appointments
Hours:
Monday - Friday • 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday • 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

1550 Lowes Drive Suite A
767·0000

Rein:(, Feel Fru to Laugh
Plu,l, Leam about God's vVord.'
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
CHURCH OF GOD
15th and Sycamore, Murray
Allen \ Vaid
10 a.m. Stmday ~·I ornings
Pas tar
For Bible Study and Fellowship
293-7790
ehildrm :r Class also at I 0 a.m.
www.am ericascog .org

JAMIE HELTON
is
stepping out from behind her desk;
giving up her secretarial responsibilities;
repressing student and faculty crises;
relinquishing the o rganization of departmental meetings,
parties and receptionsj
turning in her stapler, computer, coffee pot & keys, and

RETIRING
to
devouring a good book with a cat in her lap;
visiting her children, family and friends;
loving and apoUing her grand.s on, Connor;
ballroom dandng with Roy;
crvising in the Bahamas.
Please join the
Department of Organization Communication in
Celebrating Jamie's career at Murray State University
and
Launching her into a state of well deserved

RETIREMENT.
Thunday,O~r2~2006

OCTOBER 31ST

Lobby/Dean's Conference Room-aullneu ~ing
Murray State University
2:30-4100 pm

SPECIAL IIALWWEEN Snow

GOODBYE GREY
CosTUME PARTY

SPONSORED BV MILLER LITE

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses
& Contact Len ses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
•Most Insuran ce
Accepted (Inclu ding:
Blue Cross/Blue
Shield. Medicare,
Medicaid, Spectera.
VSP. Avesis)

OCTOBER 26TH

CLARENCE DOBBINS
Oprn

\lunda~

Uapp~

· Saturda~ • II a.m.· midni:,:ht
lluur 3 p.m.-(, p.m. dail~

UNIQUE MEXICAN FOOD • CAJUN SPECIALS
DELI SANDWICHES •

B EST SALADS
BURGERS

&

BBQ • SOUPS
IN TOWN

FRIES • GREAT DESSERTS

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
LUNCH SPECIALS

In Olympk Plaza, Next to Los Portales, Murray

NON-SMOKING AVAILABLE
P RIVATE R OOMS FOR

MEETINGS/PARTIES

l ndl'f .21 '' drollll' in dinin}.! room l'\l'tpt
'J p.m.· \lidni}.!ht

Cornrr of

-----

EYES &EYEWEAR
753-5507
:TQR

Tluu·,da~

1Oth & .\n:adia • 759-88(l(l

D '.1

katespade

RA L P H

Serengeti
RALPH LAUREN
Tommy Hilfiger
BURBERRY Tommy Bahama

"Quality Eyecore for the Entke Fmnily. "

$S.OO orr I hour Massate
(wltb lbls ad)

10% off MSUStudents, Faculty, and Staff
270-767-004?
1-866-505-0045
1608 HWY 121N B ass•Murra , KY 42071
1

TEN WEEKS TO THE
ULTIMATE BODY
and win a Caribbean cruise to show it off!
The Ultimate Bodyshaping Cou11e (UBC) combines fitness kickboxing, resistance training, nutritionand flexibility In a ten week cov111 and contest that anyone can do.
What makes the UBC Challenge unique is you are not doing It alone. You will
hove a team of coaches, Instructors and fellow teammates to help keep you motivated and on track to achieve your fitness goals. To make it even easier, we' II
provideyou with odaily workbook that will makesmying on tradt as easy as creating your daily to-ilo list. Plus, the wotkbook will have an easy to follow nufri.
tional plan that anybody can complete.

SPACE IS LIMITEDJ
Next Start Date
Sept. 23, 2006

<0]»

. t.FHR liBC

F'

•

1413 Olive Blvd., Murray, Ky. ewww.dinhmaa.com

GET FIT •LOSE WEIGHT • WIN TRUCK
1_ good food

64I

cold

Club

b~er

''

Open 7 days a week
1G:30 a.m. - 3 a.m.

Monday
Monday Night Football & BC'er Specials

Tuesday
Free All Night Shuffleboard & Pool Table

Wednesday
Texas Hold'em 6 p.m.

Thursday
OJ

Sunday
2 p.m. Pool Tournamf'nt
6 p.m. Texas Holcl'c•m

Oct. 28 - Halloween Celebration
Band: Family Tradition

Located orr Hwy. 641 S. Puryear, TN

'
(731) 247-5794
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Greeks show off rhythm in
annual Homecoming event
Casey Northcutt
College Life Editor
This time of year, ghosts aren't the only things
going bump in the night.
After Homecoming festivities were complete
Saturday, Alpha Phi Alpha and Delta Sigma
Theta chanted, clapped and stomped their way to
a win the National Pan-Hellenic Council's annual
Homecoming Step Show.
• .-..
Brian Barnett, senior from Murray, stepped for
A<IIA and helped the group claim the fraternity
division trophy for tbe fourth consecutive year.
''It feels really, really good." Barnett said. "We
put a lot of bard work and dedication into the
show, so it.'s really paying off.... We take pride in
our stepping."
The brothers of Aef>A smeared their faces in
black paint and donned medical scrubs to play
zombie doctors.
Barnett said their show told the story of a little
girl who wanders into a haunted psych ward. In
the end, the horrors she witnesses there - a
b'l"Oup of ghoulish. stepping doctors - are a
dream.
"It's kind of like a dark nightmare," Barnett
said.
The Delta Sigma Thetas' show was like a scene
from a Chow Yun·Fat movie. Using a martial arts
theme, they punched, kicked and stepped on beat
to Carl Douglas' "Kung Fu Fightin~~:."
Delta Sigma Theta President Phyllis Parker,
senior from Chicago, Ill., stepped with her sisters
and said the group savored its victory, especially
since it competed last year and lost.
"[ think what gave us the edge to win was the
fact that we lost last year," Parker said. ''We were
so upset, and then we brought our new girls in
and told them how we felt about it. ...We came
together and put on a good show."
Seven of the eight NPHC Greek organizations
on campus stepped in the show, using colorful
costumes, chants and fraternity and sorority

'

strolls to add flavor to a unique form of performance.
"Stepping is an expressive culmination of the
arts," said NPHC President Geco Ross. senior
from Paducah, Ky. "You put together singing.
You put together dancing, and combine all that
with rhythm, and you have a step show. If you
come out and stomp your feet, you don't have it.
If you clap your hands. you don't have it, but
when you put all of those elements together,
that's what stepping is.... It's an art."
Ross said the contestants practiced for months.
coordinating their rhythms, movements and
chants into cohesive, 10- to 15-minute routines. A
large panel of judges evaluated them on creativity, appearance, difficulty, uniformity and closure.
After countless hours of practice, the seven
organizations brought seven very different acts
to Lovett Auditorium. They used props like
canes and swords to drum out beats on stage,
and their themes ranged from horror movies like
Iota Phi Zeta's parody of ..Saw" to Phi Beta Sigma's '70s disco. But Ross said the contestants
focused less on plotlines and themes and more
on their moves.
"A lot of times when you put a lot of words in
your show, it takes away from the amount of
rime you have to step," Ross said. "So, a lot of
people this year deviated away from the whole
story and just got down to the stepping.''
The Step Show serves as the major fundraiser
for the NPHC, and the money they raised will be
divvied up among the organizations and the
council. The organizations will send the money
to their respective philanthropies, and the council will usc its share to fund its various community service projects and next year's show.
"I think the show went very well," Ross said. "I
was so proud of all the organizations for the hard
work that they've done.... It was very, very good
to see a show like this go on without a hitch - at
least not in the public eye."
Casey Northcutt can be reached at casey.
northcutt@murraystate.edu.

Brian Barnett, senior from Murray. and Kyrus Harrlnqton, senior from East St. Louis. Ill.• step
with their ~lpha Phi Alpha brothers before wlnnl119 the step-show's fraternity division.

Geco Ross, senior from Paducah, Ky.. and Quinton Hankins, junior from Batesville, Miss.. twirl
canes while competlnq In the show for Kappa Alpha Psi.

photos by C.1itlin Dunnagan/The News

The sisters of Delta Sloma Theta line up to stroll offstaoe after their martial arts-themed performance. They later won the step show's sorority division for their routine's creativity and level of difficulty.
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Art student disregards brushes for frozen paint

•Saturda
Horse Show
9 a.m., American
Quarter Horse
Show, Expo Center, free admission

Tony Cardon
Contributing writer

•Sunday
Concert
2 p.m., Murray
State wind ensemble, Lovett Auditorium, free admission

.!Tuesday
Concert
8 p.m., OcTUBAfest, Performing
Arts Hall, free
admission

• ThursdaY.
Concert
8 p.m., orchestra
fall concert, Lovett
Auditorium, free
admission

•Oct. Z7
Festival
7 p.m., Quad String
Festival, Lovett
Auditorium, free
admission

•Oct. Z8
Battle of the
Bands'
•7 p.m., presented

by Alpha Delta Pi,
Lovett Auditorium, $5 in advance
or $7 at the door

Caitlin Ounnagan/The News

Frozen paints melts onto a canvas, creatino artwork in a show by Sha~ Holden, senior from Paris, Tenn.

Some artists choose to produce art by spreading it onto a
canvas with a paintbrush. But
Shanee Holden. senior from
Paris, Tenn., decided to
embrace the natural and use no
brushes at all.
Holden said she wants her
audience to observe the natural
creation of her art and how it
contrasts to traditional creation.
The creative process was on
display in the Clara M. Eagle ·
Art Gallery for her show, "The
Color of Liquid," which opened
Oct.ll and closed Tuesday.
"I displayed two-dimensional paintings and two installations in the show," Holden said.
''I wanted the viewer to be
aware of the process of art and
the natural ways that materials
react when mixed."
The process was. different
from viewers' expectations Holden didn't use paintbrushes
to produce these pieces.
"The installations were created by freezing paint and
water and hanging them above
a setup of canvases," Holden
said. ".There was a performance
aspect to the show. I hung the
frozen paint shapes myself, so I
became a part of the process of
the dripping."
Holden's work had two main
themes, said Sarah Gutwirth,
associate professor of art.
"The first theme is what
artists call 'process,'" Gutwirth
said. "Much contemporary art

wants to make this concept of
process apparent to the viewer.
Shanee uses nontraditional
materials alongside the traditional materials of paint on
canvas. She asks us to pay
:.ttention to the physical aspect
of the layered canvases and the
effect of the different materials
on it.
"The second theme has to do
with what artists call •formal
elements and composition,' the
tools artists use like line, shape,
color and space and the relationships they make among
them."
Students who attended the
show's opening al$o observed
these themes.
Sarah Balbach, sophomore
from Louisville, Ky., said she
appreciated the uniqueness of
Holden's work.
"I liked the show," Balbach
said. "It's different than anything I've done in my work. She
did a lot of exploring with her
medium.
"The paint was applied thick·
ly and there was Jots of texture
in the pieces. The way that the
paint was applied gave the illusion of different liquids and the
way we see them in nature."
Holden said she was pleased
with the show and the turnout.
"The show was publicized to
the community and there were
a good number of people that
showed up," Holden said.
"There was a strong presence
of community, and I feel that
the show was a success."
Tony Cardon can be reached
at antonio.cardon@murraystate
.edu.

Robert Duckett

Chill cook-off
11 a.m., presented
by Student Government Association, Roy Stewart
Stadium
Football
1 p.m., Murray
State vs. Southeast
Missouri State
University, Roy
Stewart Stadium ·

.- ..
.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and tWo-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a .m . - noon

1 p .m . - 5 p .m.

...,_ lltw pM yoa'U feel a ••••• ..... .,."'"". ...,.~•.

Voar eltellatlen wiD ...,nve.
Nerve eD4Iag will J'eii'OW.
Lug fuaetlea will illlprove stclllfleaatly.
lmaglae tile freedo• ef ltel.ag a aow•oker•

RETRO VIDEO·GAME TOURNAMENT
()ct<)ber 21st

Mario Cart
F-Zero
Super Off Road
ANY Bomberman
Mario Tennis

RampageWorld Tour
Super Smash Brothers
ANY Mortal Combat
Destruction Derby
Goldeneye 64

Choose Any Game and l1by Til You J,ose
JJouble 13lil1lination Matchet~

Challengers Sign Ups Posted Now!
Stgu- ups close at 7:00 J>.IIl.
GaPlepby starts at 7 :3 0 p .IIl.

$10 dollar entry fee

Cash Prizes $$$

..aglae the jey or feellag healtlly.
laaglae ·al~tlng.
feu ean do lt. We ean help.
Call

Beal6 Senlees
270-IM..JIM
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Halloween picks guarantee shock, horror
Rt:vlew

Staff writer Phillip Dishon writes
the movie reviews.
Horror films and Halloween
go together like tricks and treats.
The season isn't complete without the,perfect cinematic scare.
Even though shoddy Hollywood horror films are as common as that ''Scream" mask during Halloween, plenty of amazingly effective horror films
come to mind during this season. The following list offers
fright flicks that will chill and
thrill viewers.

"The Sblniag"
Director: Stanley Kubrick
Starring: Jack Nicholson, Shelley
Duvall, Danny Uoyd and Scatman Crothers
Jack Torrance (Nicholson) accepts a caretaker
position in an isolated mountain hotel
after the tourist
season ends

in order to get his family away
from city life and focus on his
unfinished novel.
Danny (Lloyd), the youngest
member of the family, begins to
see and hear strange things in
the hotel due to an extrasensory
ability dubbed "the shining." •
Meanwhile, Jack's writer's
block and numerous encounters
with the ghosts from the hotel's
past fuel a maddening rage
building within his mind.
.Kubrick's rendition of the
Stephen King horror classic
strays drastically from the original text. Yet, the resulting film
perfectly mixes the artistic and
the horrifying. First released in
1980, "The Shining" stands as a
thought-provoking horror film
that doesn't skimp on eerie
atmosphere and horrendous
imagery. Nicholson gives a flawless and convincing portrayal of
an average man slipping into
madness.

"The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre"
pirector: Tobc Hooper
Starring: Edwin Neal, Gunnar
Hansen and Marilyn Bums
A group of friends visit relatives in the southern backcountry. The harmless
vacation takes a brutal
twist when a cannibalistic family kidnaps ~he youths

to perpetuate its tradition of
devouring outsiders. The survivors must escape the monstrous family and its chainsawwielding offspring, Leatherface
(Hansen), in a gruesome fight
for survival.
Hooper's horror masterpiece
stands the test of time because
of its effective mix of realistic
terror, gruesome imagery and
truly disturbing storyline.
Every plot twist of this movie
results in a suspenseful climax
that was nearly unrivaled in the
1970s.
Despite a 's lew of sequels,
remakes and - shudders - prequels, the original remains
impressively mortifying and
repulsive.

sic delivers just as
many unexpected
twists and turns as
the original.
The major difference is how Cronenberg wraps up
the whole package as
a gruesome, heartwrenching tragedy at
the film's climax.
Special effects fans will
appreciate the extreme
amount of gory detail paid to
. the mutation of Brundlefly
while average moviegoers will
experience disgust, repulsion
and terror.
.
Additionally, the creepy performance by Goldblum only
adds to the filin's horror.

"Audldon"
Director: Ta.kashi Miike
Starring: Ryo Ishibashi, Eihi Shiina and Tetsu Sawaki
A phony audition meant to
reintroduce the widower Aoyama Oshibashi) into the dating
world sparks a casual love affair
with a young biillerina named
Asami Yamazaki (Shiina).
Through the encouragement
of family and friends. Aoyama
continues to see Asami as she
reveals dark incidents in her
past. One day Aoyama wakes to
find himself at tlie mercy of his
love, who intends to give him a
performance to die for.

Director: David Cronenberg
Starring: Jeff Goldblum and
GecnaDavls
Reporter Veronica Q.uaife
(Davis) investigates the successful discovery of teleportation by
Seth Brundle (Goldblum). Additional testing goes awry, mixing
Seth's genetic make-up with a
regular housefly. Just as the two
begin a romantic affair, Seth
begins to mutate and change
into a carnivorous, wall-crawling, acid-spitting monster. Seth
is dead and Brundlefly remains.
Cronenburg's 1986 remake of
the Vincent Price shocker clas-

Miike
became a commonplace name stateside after the
release of this filin because of
the movie's extremely graphic
climax.
Throughout the movie, viewers are strung up in tension as
razor-sharp as the piano wire
truit actress Asami uses to mutilate her victims.
In short, "Audition" makes
"Hostel" look like "The Little
Mermaid," so be forewarned.
Anything goes in this film and
everything imaginable does happen.

This Week in Entertainment
• Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

• Books

1. The Open Door

L Man of the Year

1. SexyBaclt

LCUclt

L For ODe More Day
Mitch Alborn
2. Thirteen MooDS
Charles Frazier
3. Motor Mouth
Janet Evanovich
4. The Book of Fate
Brad Meltzer
5. The Thirteenth Tale
Diane Setterfield

Evanescence
2. Sam's Town
The Killers
3. It Just Comes Natural
George Strait
4. Duets: An American
Classic
Tony Bennett
5. FutureSex/LoveSounds
Justin Timberlake
Source: Billboard.com

2. The Grudge 2

3. Open Season

4. The Te,:as Chainsaw
Massacre: 'I'he Beginning

.

S. The Guardian

Source: Cheri Theatre_~

Justin Timberlake
2. Money Maker
Ludacris featuring Pharrell
3. Lips of an Angel
Hinder
4. Smack That

A.kon featuring Eminem
S. How To Save A Life

The Fray

Source: Billboard.com

2. Tbe Uttle Mermaid Spedal Edldon

3. X·Mea: The Lalt Stand
4. Waist Deep
S. V for Vendetta

Source: Bestbuy.com

• Web site
BadMovies.org

Source: nytimes.com

This site gives users
reviews of the worst
movies ever made. Aside
from posting humorous
reviews of truly awful
movies, the Web site offers
pages of potential Halloween movie rental ideas
that will provide laughs,
gore and pointless story- ·
lines bound to create holiday fun.

506 •• lt•h •••
Su~•e

E

llurray, NY
41071
170.761.•WHAI

TIE-1118

Hours
Sunday-Thursday: I Ia.m.-9 p.m.
Friday: I I a:m.-9:30 p.m.
Saturday: 12. noon-9:30· p.m.
Closed Daily 3-4p.m.

Daily Lunch sp.ecials with soup,
salad and dessert bar,
starting at $6.49!
Susb~ awa~laltle

all day!

Dine in or Carry-out!

Come
try out our
.
new expanded menu!
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Jazz concert fails
to attract students
Jim Burch
Staff writer
The classic music and smooth jazz
melodies of Cole Porter escaped most
Murray State students' ears Tuesday.
The Murray Civic Music Association
took the stage in Lovett Auditorium to
debut its 48th season with "Night and
Day," a tribute concert featuring the
music of famous Broadway songwriter
Cole Porter.
Though the MCMA offered free
admission to Murray State students, few
were in the scats that evening.
Kate Lochte, vice president of public
relations for MCMA. said the organization encourages students to attend its
events on campus.
'Td like to see more students take
advantage of opportunities like this on
campus, especially since they're free,"
Lochte said. "Sometimes students will
miss concerts like these not even knowing that they were happening."
The concert featured three renowned

performers: Nancy Fox, William Thorpe
and William MerriU. They have performed Cole Porter's music from New
York City to Beijing, according to the
concert's program.
"Night and Day" featured 32 of
Porter's most famous numbers like
"Anything Goes," "I Love Paris" and
"Take Me Back To Manhattan."
Though students were largely absent
from the concert, Lochte said the
MCMA tries to increase its student
attendance.
"Students have very busy schedules,"
Lochte said. ·what we try to do most is
make these shows aware to students as
much as we can."
The MCMA will host three more concerts on campus this season thr ough
March 2007.
The upcoming concerts are "Christmas Concert with Paducah Symphony
and Chorus," "Catch a Rising Star with
Scott Conklin" and "The David johnson
Chorus."
Jim Burch can be reached at }ames.burch

Jeff Slink£>r/The New~

William Thorpe performs Cole Porter classics durlnQ aconcert presented Tuesday by the Murray Civic Music Association.

@murraystate.edu.

Balance between kids, college challenges some students '"
Rebecca Pasldevlch
Contributing writer
While other parents caught up on
town gossip between innings at their
children's softball games, Susan
Marinoff hit the books.
Originally from Pittsburgh, Marinoff. 53, is a Murray State senior and
mother of two. Her daughter Shaina,
21, and her son Seth, 18, are both in
college.
Marinoff works at Murray State as
an administrative secretary in the
Office of Sponsored Programs in
Wells Hall. Marinoff takes classes at
no cost, a perk known as the employee tuition waiver.
She is majoring in public relations
with a minor in advertising, and took
her first class at Murray State in
1999. Marinoff is on a 10-year plan

Travel with STS to this year's top 10
Spring 8teU destinations! Best deals
guaranteed! Hilhest rep commissions.
Call 1·800-648-4849 or visit
www,ststr;Jvel&gm. Cn~at sroup dis-

counts.

LARGEST RETAIL clothing store in the
Mid-South. Men, Women & Chll·
dren...save up to 90%. All dean, orga.
nized by size, Vintage to current fai~
Ions. The An~Wer 321 Main Street Ben.
ton, ICY, 270.527·1078 Open 6 days
10.5
Te~ for sale. Bushnell

Voy1ger,

tripod red dot tindrrscope, a gift nner
usftl. Prob.lbly worth $325. Will sell
for $165. 753·7271

---------

PER WORD!

with hopes of graduating in May
2008.
"My goal is to graduate before my
two kids graduate because I've been
working at this longer than they
have," she said.
Once Marinoff became a student,
there were changes. Her husband
had to chip in with housework and
childcare.
"At first ... (my kids) were too
young to understand the importance
of having a degree. As they grew
older, they got used to me sitting at
the kitchen table studying and sharing my grades with them," she said.
Flexibility and organizing priorities were two key components that
helped Marinoff balance her school
projects with her own kids' school
events.
Christina French. a 35-year-old
senior from Arlington, Ky., also has

two children - Erica, 15, and Chase,
10.
French had an associate degree in
nursing from West Community College and Technical College, and is
working on her bachelor's of science
in accounting.
Now that she's in school, she doesn't work full-time and has to rely
more on her fiance. But she said her
kids have adjusted well to their mom
going to college.
"They think going to school is my
job,'' she said.
French said it's hard to balance
school and family, but she manages.
"It just seems to come together,''
she said.
Her advice to parents ,who dream
of a degree? Do it.
"(It's a worthwhile decision) especially if they don't make much
money and they want to give their

family stability and a future for their
children's education," French said.
If a parent does decide to come to
Murray State, French recommends
staying on top of assignments.
"When you get behind on homework and you have chores to do, soccer games to go to or an unexpected
something (comes up), you are in
bad shape," she said.
Another Murray State parent is
Sherry Fortner. a 39-year-old junior
from T ri City, Ky., who has two children- Brittany. iS, and Miranda, 12.
Fortner. who has worked at Murray State for 18 years, decided, like
Marinoff, to take advantage of an
employee tuition waiver.
She was apprehensive about going
back to school because she knew she
would have to sacrifice family time
for academic responsibilities.
In the beginning, Fortner's chil·
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Rebecca Paskievich can be reached
at rebecca.paskievich@murraystate.
edu.
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dren thought she was crazy for going
to schooL Now she jokes with her
kids about doing homework.
Fortner said she recently put off
studying for an accounting quiz and
her daughter was quick to reprimand
her procrastination.
"My younger daughter was teasing
me about waiting until the last
minute, the thing she's heard me say
to her for years," she said.
Despite the hectic scheduling and
various responsibilities in these
women's lives, there remains a common thread: fam ily is the priority.
School is important to all. but obligations at home take precedence.
"I don't let (school) interfere with
my children's activities," Fortner
said. "They come first."
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Alpha Phi Alpha crowns
new Miss Black and Gold
Charlotte Kyle
Staff writer
Dancing, posing "picture perfect" and
speaking their minds in hopes of winning a
crown, seven women competed Friday for the
title Miss Black and Gold before Jeanette
Johnson, junior from Clarksville, Tenn., took
home the prize.
Murray State's Zeta Omicron chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, Inc., hosts the
Miss Black and Gold scholarship pageant
annually. Designed to display the contestants'
talents and leadership qualities, chapter adviser and pageant host Marteze Hammonds said
the pageant is the longest-running black event
at Murray State.
"What's really good is that these are young
ladies who might .not typically make the semifmals for Miss Murray State, but they can
showcase their talents and compete for Miss
Black and Gold," Hammonds said. "It was
very successful. Four active brothers put on
the entire show. It takes a lot of hard work
and dedication."
The competitors in the 22nd annual Miss
Miss Black and Gold Jeanette Johnson, junior from Claltsvllle, Tenn.. posed. performed, and spoke her mind
Black and Gold were Johnson, Sherry Durham,
Friday durtno the paoeant She competed ~CJ~inst seven other contestants for the 2006 crown.
sophomore from Louisville, Ky., Jakettcha
Scott, junior from Louisville, Ky., Janelle
DeCourcey, senior from Belleville, Ill., Kymberli Able, sophomore from Louisvllle, Ky.,
Brianna Fields, freshman from Murray and
Rebbie Edmonds, sophom'ore from Garfield,
Ky., all competing under the theme "Picture
Perfect."
Directed by Vernard Dicker, senior from
Clarksville, Tenn., the contestants competed
in three categories - an achievement and projection competition in which they introduced
themselves to the audience and judges, a creative and perfonning arts competition fllld a
poise, appearance and oral expression competition where they were asked an on-stage
question.
Miss Black and Gold receives a $500 scholarship and the title of chapter sweetheart for
the year, as well as the opportunity to compete in national pageants.
Johnson said she initially had concerns with
competing, but was encouraged by friends to
give it a shot.
"I'm not used to getting in front of a lot of
people
and doing things, so this is new for
photos by Caitlin Ounnagan/The New5
me," Johnson said. "Never in my life did I
think I was going to win."
The newly crowned Miss Black and Gold stands onstaoe with the other pacJeant winners.

Edmonds was first runner-up and Miss Congeniality.
"I thought it was something new for me to
try," Edmonds said. "I'd never done an actual
pageant before and I always want to see how I
can do better and push myself. It was a great
experience. All of the girls are great. They're
very talented, intelligent and beautifuL"
Amanda Carter, one of four judges and
Murray State admissions counselor, used her
pageant background to help make her decision.
"I think one of the most important portions
of the pageant is the interview competition,"
Carter said. "That's what really reveals your
personality to the judges. Jeanette had a great
interview. She also had a really great talent. It
was very unique. She had poise, she was very
confident and her answer to the on-stage
question was wonderful."
Co-hosting the program until it was time to
give up her crown was last year's Miss Black
and Gold, Cierra Pickens, .senior from Versailles, Ky. She said though it was hard to glvc
up her title, it was time.
"When I said I had the experience of a lifetime, I really did mean that," Pickens said. "I
learned so much about myself through the
program and I strengthened myself as a
leader."
Holding the title isn't just about loolting
pretty and taking part in national competitions.
Being Miss Black and Gold also encourages
activity on campus throughout the reign of
the champion.
"Being the queen you have to put on two
programs," Pickens said. "What you do is you
pick a platfonn and you put on programs
based on that platform. Of course, you also
compete in different pageants, take lots of pictures and basically do whatever events they
tell you to."
Though nervous throughout the program, it
was the practices and the experience as a
whole that the girls especially enjoyed.
"We had a lot of fun and I got to know
some new people on campus," Johnson said.
"I've seen them before, and we've said 'hi' to
each other, but I actually got to know them a
little more personally, and 1 think this helped
me gain some new friends. I hope whatever
programs I decide to do bring about some
positive change on campus."
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.
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